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NOTE OF CLARIFICATION
In Section II C (2) (a) of the Report, and in Charts H,
I, J and K, we refer to the amounts of money spent by winners of
the 1986 elections. Although there are 211 Legislative seats, we
refer to 152 Assemblymen and 62 Senators. The figures in this
section include the amounts spent by three candidates who ran in
special elections after November, 1986:
in the Assembly,
Patricia McGee and Audrey Pheffer, and in the Senate, Charles
O'Shea.
In Section II C (2) (b) of the Report, and in Charts L,
M, N and o, we discuss the amounts of money raised by incumbents
(including those who won for the first time in 1986). The
figures here also include 152 Assemblymen and 62 Senators; in
this case they include three incumbents who were raising campaign
funds during the pe~iod we studied and who either did not run, or
who lost, in 1986. Those three are Senator John Calandra, and
Assemblymen Stanley Fink and Arnaldo Ferraro.
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THE ALBANY MONEY MACHINE:
CAMPAIGN FINANCING FOR
NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATIVE RACES

I. INTRODUCTION

On December 21, 1987, the Commission on Government
Integrity issued its preliminary report on campaign financing.l
At that time the Commission recommended sweeping reform of New
York's campaign financing laws and procedures, focusing specifically on the urgency of remedying inadequate disclosure laws,
reducing contribution limits, and establishing a strong,
independent enforcement agency.

In addition, the Commission

endorsed public funding of the four statewide election campaigns
and removal of all state law barriers to public funding of
municipal elections so that each municipality could determine
whether public funding of its elections is appropriate.2
lA copy of the preliminary report is available from the
Commission.
2on February 29, 1988, New York City enacted a public
funding law applicable to all of its elected officials and
thereafter took the first steps toward its implementation.
Local Law 8 of 1988. As a result, assuming adequate
appropriations by the New York City Board of Estimate, public
funding will be available for the first time in 1989 for some of
the most costly campaigns in the State, as well as for a broad
spectrum of less costly local legislative races. New York City
will, in effect, serve as a laboratory for the study of public
funding of legislative races, and in part for that reason the
Commission has been monitoring past and current campaign
financing practices in New York City. While we believe that New
York City's law suffers from weaknesses, we applaud the City's
initiative in enacting its public funding law.

We did not make a recommendation in our preliminary report
concerning public funding of state legislative races, but
undertook to do so after further study of that question.

In accordance with our mandate,3 the Commission has
continued to investigate a number of aspects of campaign
financing in statewide, legislative, and local elections.

Our

subsequent investigations confirm -- across the board -- the
conclusions we initially presented.

In particular, the patterns

and practices which have emerged from data concerning the current
financing of campaigns for seats in the New York State
Legislature strongly support all the Commission's prior
recommendations.

As a result, we conclude that the following recommendations made by the Commission in its preliminary report last
December should be implemented without further delay throughout
the State, including in legislative races:

A.

A new, independent, adequately-funded Campaign
Financing Enforcement Agency with extensive powers
to implement and enforce the campaign financing
laws and regulations should be established.

B.

Full, detailed and timely disclosure of all
campaign contributions and expenditures should be
required, and systems put in place to make this

3Executive Order 88.1 directs that we examine and make
recommendations concerning the adequacy of and need for reforms
in "laws, regulations and procedures relating to campaign
contributions and campaign expenditures."
- 2 -

information accessible to the public. Disclosure
should include the residence address, business
address and business affiliation or employer of
each individual contributor.

c.

Campaign contribution limits should be drastically
reduced and direct contributions from corporations, labor unions, and those doing business with
gqvernment should be prohibited.

As a result of our further study of legislative
campaign financing, the Commission also makes the following
additional recommendations:

A.

Limits on contributions to party committees,
including to legislative party committees, should
be imposed.

B.

Limits on contributions to or transfers from
individual legislative candidates to other
candidates and to party committees should be the
same amounts as limits on contributions by
individuals to candidates and party committees.

c.

Individual candidates should be limited to one
reporting committee. Similarly, legislative party
campaign committees should be required to make all
disclosure statements through one committee per
party, per house.

D.

In order to provide assistance to challengers, who
lack the name recognition and visibility of
incumbents, New York State should sponsor
publication and distribution of a voter pamphlet,
prior to primaries and general elections, which
contains a photograph and brief position
statement for each candidate.

A chart detailing the contribution limits we recommend, including
those recommended in the preliminary report last December, is
contained in the Appendix as Chart A.
-

3 -

As we recommended in December, public

funft~~~ Io~·

statewide campaigns should be enacted immediately, a:PJ.of
should be given unequivocal authority to enact
programs.

1 ~. ities

publ .~~ 5:'~

We have now concluded that consideration o;f :p1ll.lb1.ic

funding for legislative races should be postponed

fc~ <017'. re

election cycles, while the effect of other reforms we:
recommended is evaluated and more data is gathered

or two

~:a<Z1"e

1

tlt.:~~

Wlo.uld

demonstrate whether such a step is needed.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Overview

Many election campaigns in the State, incl:i:ati.irtlg' those
for legislative seats, are financed primarily by lart;f-1? cr:m': nt.ributions from a well-defined and limited number of spec:;::aui . .iL.'Ult erests.

In many instances these campaigns are dispropr1:rt::Loitl.ili.t.el.y

financed by groups, corporations or individuals whosP :hu:s.i!r.le.sses
are directly regulated by government officials. 4
corporations, the contributions are often made

In d.fure c-ase of

throug-f~: iii!

of related corporate entities, so that contributors
avoid the spirit of existing contribution limits,

aI"P.

wh ti. ~ e

nmmiber
.a:n::ie to
mtn:Tt

4The charts we have attached in an Appendix to t~i s :n:-:port,
and which we discuss in detail in the text below, illm,: srtt.rate the
extent of this special interest-group giving.
(Charts .F,. t;,, L
and N)
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technically violating the law.

Fundraisers and political

leaders who have testified before us5 have described persuasively
the ordeal of seeking funds necessary for their campaigns and
have contended that special interest groups are the predominant
contributors only because they have the money in amounts large
enough to give with ease.

Nonetheless, these practices, among

others, erode the public's confidence in elected officials by
giving at least the impression that campaign contributors make
contributions to candidates in order to obtain favorable
treatment.

In a recent public opinion poll conducted for the
Commission,6 58% of the 800 voters surveyed around the State
expressed their view that corporations give political
contributions to influence or control candidates.

Labor unions

and political action committees ("PACs") were also viewed as
contributing in order to influence or control candidates.

An

even higher percentage of voters said that, in their opinion,
5At hearings the Commission held on March 14 and 15, 1988
("the March hearings") and on June 20, 1988 ("the June
hearings"), the fundraising practices of Statewide and New York
Citywide officeholders were explored in testimony given
voluntarily by fundraisers for officeholders, some of their
contributors, and the Citywide officeholders.
(Transcripts of
these hearings are available for copying from the Commission
offices.) The legislative party campaign committee chairmen were
invited to speak with our staff and to testify before us at
public or private hearings but declined to do so.
6 This public opinion poll was conducted by the firm of
Dresner, Sykes, Jordan & Townsend, and its results were made
public by the Commission on July 13, 1988. Copies of the
complete poll results are available from the Commission.
- 5 -

corporations, labor unions and PACs exert too much influence over
government, and 78% felt that individuals have far too little
influence over state government.

These troubling perceptions, and the contribution
patterns we have documented and describe in this report,
underscore the need to implement the Commission's recommendations
of last December and strongly reinforce the conclusion that
direct corporate and labor union contributions should be banned
altogether.

Greatly reduced limits on contributions from

individuals and from PACs are also essential to restrict the
disproportionate influence of special interests over the election
process.

The difficulties we have encountered in our efforts to
evaluate the funding practices for legislative races also
dramatize the need to create a new Campaign Finance Enforcement
Agency charged with the duty, among others, of computerizing all
information contained on campaign financial disclosure forms.
Our analysis has required us to pore over illegible, fragmented
and incomplete filing documents, to draw on the work of others
who have themselves gone through the same struggle, and finally
to conclude that the current recordkeeping system serves more
effectively to obscure than to disclose.

Making campaign

financing information accessible to the public is an urgent need,

- 6 -

so that citizens can know who has paid the fare to bring their
leaders into office.

The particular funding patterns and practices we have
observed for legislative races suggest that most of the important
reforms may be accomplished at the legislative level through
measures other than public funding.

Few legislative races are so

costly as to warrant public funding in order to limit spending or
encourage competition.

Instead what emerges strikingly from our

study is the enormous flow of corporate, union, and PAC money
into party legislative campaign committees and the campaign
coffers of individual legislative candidates, and a corresponding
heavy infusion of money from party legislative campaign
committees in support of selected candidates.

In our judgment,

placing reasonable limits on contributions to -- and from -party legislative campaign committees, eliminating corporate and
union contributions, and making vital information easily
accessible to the public would go a long way toward enhancing
confidence in New York State government.

Public funding can be a useful tool to free candidates
from the need to solicit the funds required to attain and retain
public office, to reduce the influence of special interests on
the election process, and to induce candidates who might
otherwise choose not to run to consider elective office.
However, effective implementation of a legislative public funding
- 7 -

program would entail complex administrative machinery, and what
little evidence there is concerning legislative public funding
programs elsewhere indicates that their impact on the electoral
process is highly dependent upon the specific details of each
program.

We have concluded that it is not prudent to recommend

public funding of the legislative races in New York State until
the other reforms we have endorsed are in place and more complete
data are available on which to base a decision about the need
for, and the structure of, any such program.

At the same time, we affirm our recommendation that the
statewide campaigns be publicly funded.

Our recent poll confirms

that the public shares our judgment that those races are
outrageously expensive and that spending limits there are
desperately needed. 7

A public funding program for four elective

offices should not be unduly complex to administer.

As developed

in our October hearings, 8 there is ample precedent from other
states for this type of public funding program.

7 Three quarters of the voters polled said that funding for
the statewide races was too high, and 82% favored spending limits
in those races.
8 See discussion at p. 10, below.
-
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B.

Scope Of Investigation Of State Legislative Funding Practices

The Commission has analyzed a substantial amount of the
data now directly and indirectly available from candidates' and
party

legislativ~

Elections.

campaign committees' filings with the Board of

This includes (a) campaign filings for the Assembly

and Senate Republican and Democratic legislative campaign
committees (1/15/83-1/15/88),9 as well as the summary sheets of
the campaign filings for 211 incumbent legislators (7/15/857/15/87) 10; (b) Legitech recordsll reflecting campaign
9rn our review of campaign filings for the party legislative
campaign committees, we analyzed both allocations of expenditures
made by the committees on behalf of individual candidates, and
committees' direct transfers of funds to individual candidates.
The analysis covered all candidates for legislative seats
winners and losers -- because the party committee filings reflect
allocations and transfers to all candidates.
lOrn our review of original campaign filings of individual
candidates, we analyzed their summary expenditure data. We also
used itemized contribution data obtained from Legitech.
(See
note 11, supra.)
For both these categories, we were able to
consider only information pertaining to current officeholders.
our analysis is based on data for the period Juty 15, 1985 - July
15, 1987. This period was selected because it reflects what many
candidates indicate in their filings as the cycle for the
receipts and expenditures for the 1986 campaign.
llLegitech is a private company which compiles campaign
contribution data from campaign filings with the Board of
Elections and makes that information available to paid
subscribers in computerized format.
The Legitech data currently available includes reported
"monetary contributions" and ''transfers in" during the period
1985-1988 to successful candidates for legislative seats and
statewide off ice.
Legitech does not include data on candidates
who lost these races. Thus, those portions of our analysis of
contributions to individual legislators which are based on
Legitech data include information only concerning successful
candidates.
-
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contributions to all current legislators (7/15/85-7/15/87); and
(c) certain Board of Elections records identifying districts in
which primary elections for legislative seats occurred in 1986.
In addition, the Commission has consulted Professor Jeffrey M.
Stonecash of the Maxwell School at Syracuse University and
reviewed detailed campaign financing statistical data which he
has compiled.12

The Commission has also reviewed the available data
concerning the nature and effects of campaign financing reforms
in other states.

We have considered the work of scholars who

have studied the effects of legislative public funding in those
states, as well as the testimony and submissions offered by
campaign financing experts at our hearings held last October,13

12professor Stonecash is a political scientist whose
empirical work has focused on New York State legislative and
party politics. For the past four years he has been gathering
data concerning campaign financing of legislative races,
evaluating the amounts candidates receive and correlating this to
their status as incumbents or challengers, their position as
leaders or newcomers, and the closeness of the races. He has
drawn much of his data from the summary sheets on filings made
with the New York State Board of Elections.
Professor Stonecash has also been a "Professor in Residence"
as part of the Assembly Internship Program for the past four
years, spending one or two days a week in Albany.
In that
capacity, he has interviewed legislators and party committee
leaders and their staffs, seeking to verify his impressions of
the significance of the data he has collected.
13Those hearings, at which we heard testimony from a number
of experts, are discussed in our December 21, 1987 report. The
transcripts, as well as the background studies presented by the
experts who testified, are available for copying from the Commission.
- 10 -

and by contributors and campaign managers at our March hearings.

c.

Analysis Of Campaign Filings For
New York State Legislative Races

Campaign funds find their way into state legislative
races in two distinct ways:

through direct contributions to

candidates and through contributions to the Senate and Assembly
party campaign committees.14

These party committees assist can-

didates by transferring funds directly to the candidates or by
making expenditures on behalf of the candidates.

1.

The Role Of Party Legislative
Campaign Committees
The party legislative campaign committees play a major

role in financing legislative campaigns.

The Democratic and

Republican parties each have separate campaign committees in both
the Senate and Assembly to oversee legislative races for seats in
those houses.15
14 The major parties have established campaign committees at
all levels of state government. Each of these committees file
disclosure statements. Our analysis to date shows that it is the
party legislative campaign committees which are involved in the
financing of legislative races. Unless otherwise specified, it
is these party committees to which we refer.
15 Currently, the "Democratic Assembly Campaign Committee"
and the "Committee For A Republican Assembly" are the parties'
respective principal campaign committees in the Assembly, and the
"Democratic Senate Campaign Committee" and the "Senate Republican
Campaign Committee" are the parties' respective principal
campaign Committees in the Senate.
- 11 -

a.

The Party Legislative Campaign
Committees Fund The Few "Close" Races.16

As a general rule, the party committees pour large
sums of money into relatively few races each election cycle.
They do so in two ways:

1) by making campaign expenditures with

party committee funds on behalf of individual candidates
(reported as expenses "allocated" to those candidates on party
committee filings); and 2) by directly transferring sums of money
to particular candidates or their campaign committees (reported
as "transfers out" on party committee filings).

The statistics

discussed below reflect the combined total of the amounts

In some cases, the parties have several committees
connected with their principal legislative campaign committees.
For the Senate, the Republicans also have a "Direct Mail Account
Committee" and had, until July 1986, a "Special Account
Committee." For the Assembly, the Republicans also have a
"Republican Assembly Campaign Committee" and, until July 1985,
had a "Direct Mail Account Committee." The Democrats have one
main Senate campaign committee, the "Senate Democratic Campaign
Committee," although for the years 1984 through 1987 there were
separate campaign committees for each calendar year. The parties
submit separate filings to the Board of Elections for each of
these committees.
16The statistical information in this section was derived
from our analysis of party committee filings.
It thus reflects
party support to those who won as well as those who lost.
Guided by Professor Stonecash's advice and statistical
models, we have attempted to analyze the figures we obtained in a
format which would allow meaningful comparison with his data.
His 1984 data support the Commission's conclusion, and while his
data for 1986 are preliminary they also support it.
- 12 -

allocated by the party committees to individual candidates and
direct transfers from party committees to candidates.17

In the Assembly for the 1986 campaign, 139 candidates
ran as Democrats (13 were unopposed by Republicans); 139
candidates also ran as Republicans (13 of these were unopposed by
Democrats).

Of all these candidates, only 37 Republicans and 58

Democrats received any party legislative campaign committee
support.

Sixteen Democrats and 5 Republicans received nominal

amounts--under $1,000.

(Charts B and C)

The Democratic Assembly campaign committees spent over
$1,000,000 on behalf of these candidates, with an average of
about $18,000 per candidate and a maximum of $78,587.
Republicans spent over $835,000;

The

the average the Republicans

spent was about $22,000, and the maximum they allocated and
transferred to one candidate was over $141,00o.18

(Charts B

and C)

When these spending figures are examined in the context
of the outcomes of the races, it appears that close races
1 7 On occasion candidates who have received transfers from a
party legislative campaign committee will return money to the
committee. We have used the net amounts received by the
candidates.
18These are averages of the amounts spent on the
candidates who received party support; the candidates who
received no support are not included in the average.
- 13 -

commanded the most spending.

Charts B-2 and C-2 present the

party support data arranged according to the percentage of votes
won by each candidate who received party supp o rt.

It is clear

that the heaviest party subsidies are directed toward candidates
in the closer races.19

A similar pattern pertains for the 1986 Senate races,
although there, the Republicans outspent the Democrats by far
more significant amounts.

Fifty-five candidates ran for each party (8 Republicans
and 8 Democrats were unopposed by a major party candidate).

The

Republicans allocated and transferred over $2,300,000 among only
22 candidates, with an average per candidate of over $103,000 but
a maximum of over $500,000 to one candidate.

The Democrats

allocated and transferred nearly $790,000 among only 8 candidates, with an average of over $98,000 and a maximum to one
candidate of over $194,000.

(Charts D and E)

Charts D-2 and E-2 present the party support data
arranged according to the percentage of votes won by each
candidate who received party support.

Once again, it is clear

19 Chris Ortloff ran in a special election for a vacant
Assembly seat held February 19, 1986. In that election he
received 55% of the vote.
In the subsequent November election he
ran unopposed.
- 14 -

that the greatest level of support is directed toward the closer
races.20
b.

Interest Groups Are Responsible For
A Large Portion Of Contributions
To The Party Legislative Campaign Committees.21

Under current law, there are virtually no limits on the
amount of money that can be given to party legislative campaign
committees.

The only existant applicable limits are the

aggregate annual limits on the total amounts which can be given
by any one contributor to all recipients: for individual contributors, $150,000 per year; for corporations, $5,000 per year
per corporate entity; but in the case of PACs, an unlimited
amount.22

As a result, party committees attract substantial

amounts of interest group, particularly PAC, contributions.

20 Michael Durso ran in a special election for a vacant
Senate seat held April 22, 1986. In that election he received
29% of the vote. He did not run in the subsequent November election.
21 The data in this section are derived from the
Commission's analysis of party committee filings with the Board
of Elections.
22N.Y. Election Law Sections 14-114, 14-116 (McKinney's
1987) •
The filings we have reviewed show that in at least two
instances, PACs have contributed aggregate amounts to various
candidates and to party committees in excess of $150,000 in one
year. The Real Estate Board PAC, in 1986, contributed at least
$192,000; the Neighborhood Preservation PAC, in 1984, contributed
at least $190,000.

- 15 -

A large percentage of contributions to the party
legislative campaign committees come from three types of interest
groups:

from corporations, unions and PACs, including corporate

and labor union PACs.23

Our analysis of the contributors to the

party committees, drawn from all filings for the period January
15, 1983 to January 15, 1988, reveals the following percentages
of contributions to party committees:

Fifty-nine percent (59%) of the $2,020,000 total
contributions to the Republican Assembly party
committees came from PACs (44%) and other corporate
contributors (15%).
(Chart F)
Seventy-one percent (71%) of the $3,180,000 total
contributions to the Democratic Assembly party
committee came from PACs (50%), and other union (6%)
and corporate (15%) contributors.
(Chart F)
Sixty-two percent (62%) of the $4,700,000 total
contributions to the Republican Senate party committees
came from PACs (48%) and other union (3%) and corporate
(11%) contributors.
(Chart G)
Sixty-one percent (61%) of the $1,200,000 total
contributions to the Democratic Senate campaign
committees came from PACs (38%) and other union (3%)
and corporate (20%) contributors.
(Chart G)

23These percentages of interest group contributions are
minimums. While we have been able to identify certain contributors as members or representatives of PACs and other union
and corporate contributors, and have included them in our
presentation of these percentages, we have not been able to
identify all individuals employed or affiliated with those
groups, who may well have equal interests at stake, and whose
contributions may in fact have been solicited or even orchestrated by their employers. The disclosure forms do not require
information concerning a contributor's business or employer -- a
failure which we strongly believe must be rectified if the public
is to be adequately informed.
- 16 -

In the case of PACs in particular, many of the
contributions are sizeable.

We have seen contributions from PACs

to party committees of $10,000, $20,000 and as high as $100,000
in a single contribution.

And, of course, many PACs contribute

more than once during the two-year election cycle.

Our analysis reflects that PACs contribute far greater
amounts to the party legislative campaign committees than they
give to any other group, although they also contribute a
substantial proportion of the money received by individual
legislative candidates.

(See discussion at pages 22 - 23 below.)

PACs appear to direct the bulk of their support to the
legislative races: by contrast they give only 7-9% of the money
received by the state party committees; they give even less,
proportionately, to the statewide candidates.

2.

Individual Candidate Financing

There are four major characteristics of the flow of
money directly into and out of the campaigns of candidates for
legislative seats:

1) very few candidates spend large sums of

money on their campaigns; those who do are generally the
contestants in the same "close vote" districts that the party
committees saturate with money: 2) many of the candidates who

-
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receive large sums of money from outside24 contributors are in
positions of leadership in their respective houses and win their
seats by definitive margins of victory; 3) in t erest groups
contribute a very substantial percentage of the money given to
individual

candi~ates;

and 4) incumbents have a decided advantage

over challengers in their ability to raise funds.

a.

Large Sums Are Spent By A
Few Candidates In Close Races.25

The vast majority of legislative candidates do not
spend excessive amounts of money on their races.

In the 1986

election, 109 of the 152 Assembly candidates who won spent, out
of their own campaign committees, $45,000 or less on their campaigns:
29 spent $15,000 or less,
47 spent between $15,001 and $30,000, and
33 spent between $30,001 and $45,000.

(Chart H)

In the Senate, 48 of the 62 winning candidates spent
$75,000 or less on their 1986 campaigns:
24 The term "outside contributors" refers to sources of
contributions other than legislative party committees and
legislative candidates.
25The statistics in this section are from our review of the
summary sheets of the 211 current legislators filed with the
Board of Elections. The preliminary statistics for 1986 and the
data for 1984 compiled by Professor Stonecash, which included
challengers as well as incumbents, support the same general conclusion.
- 18 -

15 spent less than $25,000,
22 spent between $25,001 and $50,000, and
11 spent between $50,001 and $75,000.

(Chart J)

In both the Assembly and the Senate, only a small
minority of winning candidates spent large amounts of money on
their 1986 campaigns.

In the Assembly, only 43 of the 152

winning candidates spent more than $45,000:
13 spent between $45,001 and $60,000,
14 spent between $60,001 and $75,000, and
16 spent over $75,000.

(Chart H)

In the Senate, only 14 of the 62 winning candidates
spent more than $75,000:
6 spent between $75,001 and $100,000,
2 spent between $100,001 and
125,000, and
6 spent over $125,001.

(Chart J)

Once again, when these figures are correlated to the
closeness of the outcome of the races, a clearer picture emerges.

In those 1986 Assembly races where the winner received
less than 55% of the votes, spending by individual Republican
candidates who won the election averaged approximately $56,000
and spending by individual Democratic candidates who won the
election averaged approximately $55,000.
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Where the Democratic

candidate won by a margin of 55% to 64%, Democrats had spent even
more -- over $63,000 on average.

In all other categories,

average spending by the candidates declined as their actual
margin of victory increased.

(Chart I)

In the Senate races where the winner received less
than 55% of the votes, the Republican candidates who won the
election spent an average of over $120,000 on their races, while
the Democrats who won averaged nearly $80,000 in expenses.

The

Democrats again devoted more resources where they won by a
greater margins (55-64%).

Their average spending was over

$162,000 as compared with over $70,000 spent on average by
Republicans who won. Spending by all candidates dropped off
sharply where the margins of victory were greater.

b.

(Chart K)

Large Sums Are Raised By A
Few Members Belonging Primarily
To The Legislative Leadership.
26

Very few legislators raise large sums of money directly
from outside sources.

Many of the legislators who receive the

largest direct contributions from outside sources are among the
powerful legislative leadership, including committee chairs.

26The percentages reflected in this section are the product
of the Commission's analysis of contribution information compiled
by Legitech.
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In the Assembly, during the period July 15, 1985 to
July 15, 1987, the 20 "major fundraiser" Assemblymen27 listed in
cofumn 1 of Chart M, who comprise 13% of the Assembly, raised
approximately 36% ($2,291,000) of all the money raised by all
Assemblymen (total:

$6,261,000).

On the average, the major

fundraisers named in column 1 each raised approximately $114,500,
while the remaining 132 Assemblymen raised an average of $30,000
each.

Of the 20 "major fundraiser" Assemblymen, most are or have

been Assembly leaders, or chairs of standing committees in the
Assembly.

(A summary of the pertinent information concerning

each "major fundraiser's'' leadership role is included in the
Appendix in Chart M.)

During the same period, 14 of the "major fundraisers"
Senators listed in column 1 of Chart O, who comprise 21% of the
Senate, raised approximately 51% ($2,263,400) of all money raised
by all Senators (total:

$4,391,000.)28

On the average, the 14

major fundraisers named in column 1 each raised approximately

27The 20 major fundraisers are those among the winning
candidates in the 1986 legislative races who raised over $72,000.
The $72,000 amount was selected as a cut-off point because
increasingly large numbers of candidates were included in each
$10,000 increment below that figure.
28The 14 major fundraisers listed in Chart o are those among
the winning candidates in the 1986 legislative races who raised
over $91,000. The $91,000 figure was selected as a cut-off point
because increasingly large numbers of candidates were included in
each $10,000 increment below that figure.
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$161,700, while the remaining 48 Senators raised an average of
only $44,300 each.

Of the fourteen "major fundraiser" Senators,

most are or have been Senate leaders or chair s of standing
committees in the Senate.
Senator's

leader~hip

(A summary of each "major fundraiser"

role is included in the Appendix in

Chart O) .

It is also noteworthy that the major fundraisers in
both houses receive significantly higher dollar amounts directly
from interest groups than do the other candidates.

Thus, the

more influential legislators are receiving special interest
contributions in greater amounts than are others.

c.

Interest Groups Are Responsible For
A Large Portion Of Contributions
29
Directly To Candidates.

Direct contributions to individual candidates come in
large percentages from PACs, corporations and unions, although
the size of any one direct contribution to a candidate is
generally smaller than the size of those groups' contributions to

29The percentages contained in this section are based on the
Commission's analysis of contribution information compiled by
Legitech.
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the party committees.30

During the period July 15, 1985 to July

15, 1987 the percentages were as follows:

Fifty percent (50%) of the approximately $3,092,700
total direct contributions received by Republican
Senators came from PACs (33%) and other union (4%) and
corporate (13%) contributors.
(Chart N)
Forty-five
$1,298,300
Democratic
union (7%)

percent (45%) of the approximately
total direct contributions received by all
Senators came from PACs (29%) and other
and corporate (9%) contributors.
(Chart N)

Forty-eight percent (48%) of the approximately
$1,878,300 total direct contributions received by all
Republican Assemblymen came from PACs (34%) and other
union (2%) and corporate (12%) contributors.
(Chart L)

Forty-four
$4,382,700
Democratic
union (6%)

percent (44%) of the approximately
total direct contributions received by all
Assemblymen came from PACs (29%) and other
and corporate (9%) contributors.
(Chart L)

These percentages are somewhat lower than those for party
legislative campaign committees, suggesting that the interest
groups may play a less direct role in financing individual
Senators and Assemblymen than they do in financing party
legislative campaign committees.

The percentages also suggest

that contributing to committees controlled by the party
leadership is more attractive to interest groups than direct
contributions to candidates.

30The overwhelming majority of PAC contributions directly to
individual candidates consists of contributions of $1,000 or
less, and usually between $100 and $500.
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d.

Incumbents Have A Decided
Advantage Over Challengers.

Experts and candidates in general agree that challengers almost always face an uphill battle against incumbents in
every aspect of campaigning.

Incumbents are in the public eye;

they can use the privileges of their offices to communicate
effectively with their constituents at no cost to themselves;
they are in a position to provide tangible benefits to their
constituents through avenues such as "member item" legislation.
A number of witnesses described how money "flows to the perceived
winners," and although we have not yet been able to analyze data
comparing the fundraising success of incumbents and challengers
for state legislative seats, we have no reason to believe that
such analysis would demonstrate any departure from the norm.

Professor Stonecash has included data concerning
challengers in general elections in the statistical studies he
has conducted.

His results for the 1984 races, and his prelimi-

nary results for the 1986 races, show that incumbents in both
Senate and Assembly races are able to raise and spend signif icantly more money than challengers in their campaigns.

Professor Stonecash has not studied data relating to
the primaries, in part because the general condition of the
records at the Board of Elections makes that a daunting task, and
-
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in part because the disclosure statements of candidates who run
in both primary and general elections do not attribute receipts
or expenses to one race or the other.

It is possible that part

of the recorded difference between fundraising by the incumbents
and challengers in the general election results from the
incumbents having run in a primary while the challengers did not.
Nonetheless, witnesses have told us that challengers in the
primaries have more difficulty than their opponents in terms of
raising funds, that they raise less money, and that they are
saddled more frequently with campaign-related debt.

Professor

Stonecash has confirmed, from his four years of direct
observation of the Assembly, that this is the existing pattern.

3.

Board Of Elections Recordkeeping Practices

Current state Board of Elections recordkeeping
practices have enormously impeded our efforts to evaluate fully
the funding practices in legislative races and underscore the
need for a new Campaign Finance Enforcement Agency.

Our analysis

has been hampered to a large extent by often illegible, fragmented, incomplete, erroneous and sometimes duplicative filings.
On a number of occasions candidates have filed a number of
''supplemental" or periodic statements, and then in other
statements have repeated all the same information, without
indicating that one or the other is the definitive filing.

The

format followed by filers is often inconsistent, even within a
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single filing, and often differs from candidate to candidate.
Both legislative party campaign committees and individual
candidates make filings through multiple committees; not all
committees file statements for all periods.

The Board of

Elections itself does not ensure that all existing committees
file statements for all reporting periods.

It is therefore

difficult to be sure that the information obtained is complete.

The current reporting rules also do not require
disclosure of enough information to make it possible to identify
the possible interest group affiliations of individual contributors.

Often one contributor gives a business address on

some occasions, but a home address on other occasions; other
contributors give no address, or only a town or city.

Groups of

employees of one business sometimes give to a candidate on the
same day, but because they do not list their employer, only the
candidate who received the checks as a group knows that they were
thus "bundled."

Others with whom we have conferred, including Professor
Stonecash, have also experienced these obstacles to recording or
analyzing Board of Election filings.

Employees of Legitech

described difficulty in obtaining complete data and great
problems of illegibility.

They further noted that, once the

information is computerized, information retrieval is complicated
because contributors' names, including those of corporations and
-
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PACs, are reported with a variety of spellings and abbreviations.

At the Commission's March 1988 hearings the Executive
Director of the New York State Board of Elections himself
testified that there is an "80% error rate" in reports filed with
the Board of Elections and in effect admitted that the Board does
little to correct many of those errors.31

At the same hearings,

a former Board of Elections accountant testified that Board
employees had made efforts to improve the monitoring of filings
and enforcement of election laws pertaining to filings, and to
computerize certain campaign financing information to make it
available in readily accessible form.

According to this witness,

those efforts were thwarted by the decisions of his superiors or
others not to pursue these projects.32

A senior attorney with

the New York State Investigation Commission described how
investigations are hampered by the chaotic state of the records
and the difficulty of attempting to coordinate data filed at the
various county boards of elections with the other local filings
and with the information filed with the State Board of
Elections. 33

In short, the recordkeeping practices at the State
Board of Elections are inexcusably deficient.
31 Transcript, March 15, 1988 at 52-115.
32 Transcript, March 15, 1988 at 27-47.
33 Transcript, March 15, 1988 at 8-14.
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Experts testifying at our October hearings were
uniformly emphatic that the ballot and election management
functions should be the responsibility of an agency totally
separate from that which monitors and enforces campaign finance
disclosure and

a~y

public funding laws.

Our study of the New

York State Board of Elections persuades us of the wisdom of their
views.

In our judgment, a new, politically-independent agency

whose sole function is the administration and enforcement of the
campaign financing program is the sine gua non of any reform.

D.

Lack Of Conclusive Data From Other Jurisdictions
Concerning Public Funding Programs

Significant public funding for legislative races at the
state level exists in only two states, Minnesota and Wisconsin,
although some form of public funding for either statewide or
local races exists in a number of other jurisdictions.34

No

state currently provides funds for primary races for legislative
seats.

The Minnesota program has been in effect since 1974;
the Wisconsin program was introduced in 1977.

In 1984 a brief

comparative study of the impact of the two programs on the

34Two other states, Hawaii and Maryland, provide token
amounts of public funds for legislative races. Such programs do
not, in the view of the experts we have consulted, have a
discernible effect.
-
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election process in those states was performed by Elizabeth G.
King and David G. Wegge ("King and Wegge study"); that study has
not been updated.35

The study attempted to assess the impact of

the public funding program by examining both the data available
from the agencies administering the program and the attitudes of
candidates as reflected in their responses to questionnaires.
The study considered the influence of differences in the
specifics of the funding programs, and in the political characteristics of the two states, on the impact of public funding in
each of the two states.

One of the variables considered was the

possible effect of redistricting.

The data available in 1984 from the programs in those
two states do not provide conclusive answers to the question of
whether public funding actually increased the number of contested
races or the number or diversity of candidates.

At the outset,

candidates' participation in the programs was limited, but over
the period included in the study, increasing numbers of
candidates chose to join the public funding programs.

Sharp

increases in the numbers of contested races correlated with the
years in which district lines were redrawn rather than with the
beginning of public funding.

Overall there were either slight

increases or a trend toward decreases in the number of contested
35King and Wegge, "The Rules are Never Neutral: Public
Funds in Minnesota and Wisconsin Legislative Elections", Midwest
Political Science Association Annual Meeting, Chicago, Illinois,
(April 12-14, 1984). A copy of this study is available from the
Commission.
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races.

The demographic characteristics and political orientation

of candidates both before and after the institution of the public
funding programs were generally unchanged.

While

~he

candidates themselves considered public

funding to be a factor that influenced their decisions to run for
office, redistricting was considered significantly more
important than the availability of public funds.

Both factors

were, not surprisingly, very important to challengers, although
not to incumbents.

Candidates participating in the public

funding programs were more likely than those who did not
participate to report that parties were more important to their
campaigns than interest groups.

The King and Wegge study was frank to note the very
large number of variables at work in any effort to assess the
relative impact of legislative public funding programs.
Differences in party politics and organization in different
states, the particular details of the funding programs (such as
check-off versus add-on, levels of thresholds, degree of
continued availability of special interest money, and
reasonableness of spending limits), and the occurrence of other
events such as redistricting, all obscure the effect of the
programs.

In addition, comparative analysis of the data is

complicated by the differences in the kinds of information

-
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collected by the agencies administering the programs in the two
states.

In sum, there is insufficient conclusive data from
other states' experience to serve as a basis for a recommendation
that public funding of the legislative races in New York is
appropriate at this time.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Certain conclusions emerge forcefully from the facts
described above.

First, New York State's existing campaign financing
laws are wholly inadequate to disclose and monitor,
much less to limit, contributions to powerful
legislators or legislative races by moneyed interest
groups.
Second, interest group money plays an undesirably
significant role in legislative campaign financing
fundraising, particularly for party committees and
influential legislators.
Third, the vast majority of legislative races are not
excessively costly.
In only a few races does spending
rise to high levels.
Fourth, a large number of legislative races are
uncontested by a major party candidate; in districts
where there appears to be some possibility of success
or even of making inroads against an incumbent, the
challenger party can and does provide its candidates
with substantial support. Money does not appear to be
a major obstacle to the development of new candidates.
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These overall conclusions guide our specific
recommendations.

A.

Disclosure And Enforcement Recommendations

Individual candidates, their committees and the party
committees receive funds from each other and from other committees at all levels of State government, as well as from individual contributors all over the State.

PACs also make

contributions to candidates at all levels of government throughout the State.

This network of relationships has confirmed our

opinion, expressed earlier, that a separate, well-funded agency
with the ability to coordinate disclosure of information
throughout the State is required to develop and monitor sensible
reporting requirements, and to make contribution and expenditure
information available to the public in a meaningful way.

The state agency should continue to handle the
financial disclosure statements for all statewide races, state
legislative races, and all PACs; all disclosure statements filed
locally should be computerized and linked to the agency's central
computer.

At the same time, disclosure forms pertaining to local

races should continue to be filed in an off ice located in the
county in which the race is held; the local office should also
serve as a computer access point for all information filed with
the statewide agency, so that local voters and media have ready
-
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access to these filings and can verify, for example, which PACs
have contributed to local candidates.

Our experience in computerizing campaign filings shows
that it is feasible to design relatively simple computer
software which would permit, at moderate cost, any local board
or candidate to make disclosure statements directly on a computer
diskette.

This would simplify reporting, collecting reported

data, and analyzing the network of relationships among different
party committees, candidates and contributors.

Perhaps most

importantly, it is only with this kind of system that aggregate
statewide individual and PAC contribution limits can be
effectively monitored and enforced.

The new agency should develop and disseminate uniform,
simple regulations for all local boards of elections to streamline the reporting process and to make the reported information
readily available for analysis.

The difficulties we have had in

analyzing the available documents demonstrate the importance of
requiring both party legislative campaign committees and
candidates' committees to use a single, official entity for all
Board of Elections filing purposes.36

As we have already

recommended, each contributor's residence address, business

36 where, for political purposes, more than one committee
name is used by a single organization, the candidate should be
required to include all information in a single, consolidated
report.
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affiliation or employer, and business address should be disclosed
in all cases on campaign disclosure filings, so that the
contributor's possible affiliation with the candidate or with an
interest group can be determined.
B.

Contributions And Inter-Committee Transfers
We recommend the following limitations on contributions

to candidates for elective office in New York State.3 7

1.

Contributions From Corporations, Unions And
Those Who Do Business With Government

The Commission has already recommended that corporations, labor unions, other unincorporated membership
organizations and those entities that do business with government
be prohibited from making direct contributions.38

Further

investigation has buttressed this conclusion.

The levels of this kind of special interest giving are
unacceptably high, and the patterns of giving -- in larger sums
and larger proportions to those candidates who have the greatest
influence over legislative decisions -- lend credence to the
37A chart detailing these recommendations as well as those
made by the Commission in December is included in the Appendix as
Chart A.
38 The new Campaign Finance Enforcement Agency should be
required to issue clear regulations specifying the period of time
within which contributions from entities that do business with
government are prohibited.
-
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notion that these groups "give to get."

As our hearings in March

and June showed, the current aggregate $5,000 limit "per
corporation" permits multiple gifts from essentially alter ego
corporations.

Corporations and contributors are thus able to

avoid, by legal means, compliance with the underlying purpose of
the law.

We have also found substantial difficulties with
enforcement of current corporate aggregate contribution limits.
Corporate contributors are under no obligation to file disclosure
statements, and the candidates who receive the contributions file
their statements in various places.

The Board of Elections makes

some efforts to monitor statements filed in Albany, but
statements filed locally are not reviewed.

It is impossible for

candidates to know whether a particular corporation giving the
maximum to them has also given to another candidate; thus,
candidates occasionally inadvertently violate the Election Law by
accepting a corporate contribution. 39
39New York City's recently enacted public funding bill
prohibits a candidate who receives public funds from accepting
any contribution in excess of $3,000 from "any one corporation"
during an election cycle. Mayor Edward I. Koch has said he
believes that that term includes all members of a corporate
family, and that he will abide by that interpretation;
Comptroller Harrison J. Goldin has said his lawyers do not
believe the law is clear, but that he will not accept any
corporate contributions whatever.
A comparable provision set forth in the public funding bill
adopted by the New York State Assembly, Assembly Bill No. 6809B,
211th Sess. (1988), retains the existing $5,000 limit on
corporate contributions but expands the definition of the term
"corporation" to include "all the component members of a
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In our view, political contributions from corporations,
unions, business organizations which do business with government
represent the prime situations in which there exists motivation,
risk, and the appearance of a possible "quid-pro-quo."

These

organizations are at the heart of economic activity in this
state.

At the same time, they have no inherent right to make

political contributions.40

Individual citizens of this State are

the prime constituents of the political process, and we believe
it is important to encourage broad individual participation in
providing funds for campaign activity. 4 1

Accordingly, we

consider it imperative to ban giving by corporations, unions, and
those who do business with government.

The Federal government

has long had such a ban, and many states have followed suit. 42
controlled group" as set forth in the United States Internal
Revenue Code.
40 See Federal Election Commission v. Weinsten, 462 F.
Supp. 243, 249 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) ("Given the nature of free
speech ..• the absolute prohibition of corporate contributions
constitutes the least drastic means to achieve the Congressional
goal of protecting the integrity of the political process.").
See also id., at 246-49.
41Although we have not yet compiled this data for the
legislative races, our computer records of contributors to the
statewide and citywide candidates show that only approximately
35,500 separate contributors, or fewer than 0.3% of the voters
in this state, provided all of the money, totalling $27,500,000
million dollars, spent by the winners of those races in 1985 and
1986.
42 See Title 2 U.S.C. Sections 44l(b), 441(c) and 441(f).
These states include Arizona, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia,
Wisconsin and Wyoming.
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Instead of making direct contributions, corporations,
labor unions, other unincorporated membership organizations and
entities that do business with the government should be permitted
to form and make contributions through PACs.
tions, however,

~hould

also be limited.

Those contribu-

First, a corporation or

union, including all subsidiaries and affiliates, should be
permitted to organize only one PAC.

Every PAC should be required

to file with the Campaign Finance Enforcement Agency a statement
declaring all corporations, unions, or business organizations
with which it is affiliated, and the "family tree" of those
corporations.

A copy of that statement should accompany each

PAC contribution to a candidate or committee.

Second, each PAC

should be self-sufficient rather than subsidized by its corporate
or union sponsor; all of the PACs administrative expenses should
be paid from the contributions collected by the PACs.

2.

Contributions From Individuals To Legislative Candidates

We have considered the information concerning how much
races for legislative seats cost, on average, and in those
closely contested campaigns where spending is substantially
higher than the average.

We have also considered current

contribution patterns, as well as the limits imposed by current
law.

-
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The size of most contributions from individuals to
legislative candidates is not high.

Contributions of $1,000 and

over are far less common than contributions of $200-$500, and
contributions of over $2,000 are rare.
recommend for

pa~ty

Once the limits we

committee and PAC giving are imposed,

however, it may be that the average contribution by individuals
will increase, and that certain individuals could and would give
far more, if allowed, to some legislative candidates.

Under

current law, the contribution limits for Senate and Assembly
races are determined by a complex formula based upon the number
of registered voters in a district, multiplied by $.05,43

with

an upper limit of $50,000.

We believe that these formulas are unnecessarily
complicated, and see no justification for allowing individual
contributors in more populous districts to make contributions of
a larger amount than those permitted to individuals in less
populous districts.

We also consider these limits far too high

in light of both the average costs of legislative races and the
average contributions to those races.
43For the primary, the limit is $.05 times the number of
registered voters in the candidate's party. For the general
election, the formula is more complex. No matter how few
registered voters there are in a candidate's district, contributors may contribute $4,000 to a Senate candidate and $2,500
to an Assembly candidate. No matter how many registered voters
there are, the maximum limit for individual contributions is
$50,000. Between those two extremes, contributors to Senate
candidates may each give, annually, $ .05 times the number of
registered voters in the district. N.Y. Election Law 14-114(b)
(McKinney's 1987).
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Accordingly, we recommend an across-the-board limit on
the size of contributions from individuals, to candidates for
both Senate and Assembly, in the range of $1,500-2,000 per
election, and an aggregate limit of $25,000 per year for all
political contributions from individuals to all candidates and
party committees in New York State.

3.

Contributions From Individuals To PACs And Party Committees

Under current law, there are no limits on the amounts
which can be given to party committees, other than the aggregate
contribution limits placed on individuals and corporations.
Further, PACs can give unlimited amounts to party committees,
including party legislative campaign committees.

In December, we addressed the question of appropriate
limits for contributions to political parties and political
committees.

At that time, we drew a distinction between parties

which had fielded candidates in statewide elections and other
political party committees, and recommended maximum contributions
to the former on the order of $10,000 to $15,000 per year, and to
the latter, on the order of $5,000 per year.

We likened PACs to

"other political party committees" and recommended that contributions to PACs also be limited to $5,000 per year.

-
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our analysis of the contribution and transfer patterns
for political party committees at all levels of government, as
well as for PACs, has persuaded us that these limits should be
further reduced, and that different limits should be set for
party committees than for PACs.

We have observed that the

Democratic and Republican State Party Committees receive
contributions from the same broad spectrum of contributors as do
the party legislative campaign committees whose filings are
discussed above.

The State Committees do not generally support,

by direct expenditure and transfer,

legislative or statewide

candidates, but rather fund races of other candidates around the
state such as for local office, judicial positions, or
prosecutors' offices.

The county party committees whose filings

we have reviewed collect contributions from contributors
directly, but also, in many cases, from town and other local
party committees; they may support candidates in their districts
or may transfer funds to other committees, either at the state
level, or around the State.

Once again, there 1s a network of

inter-relationships, which will remain to some extent obscure
until an agency with a comprehensive mandate to unify disclosure around the State takes the
appropriate steps to do so.

But in light of these inter-

relationships, it does not make sense to apply different limits
on contributions to various levels of party committees.

-
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We believe that it is more appropriate at this time to
draw a distinction between political party committees, on the one
hand, and PACs, on the other.

Political parties represent a

broad array of interests; PACs typically reflect a narrow
economic or ideologic interest.

We believe that allowable

contributions to political party committees may reasonably be
larger than contributions either directly to candidates, to
candidates' committees, or to PACs.

But we also believe that to

permit unlimited contributions to party committees which can then
subsidize selected candidates creates a potential for candidates
to owe their office, and their votes, to the party leaders rather
than to the voters in their districts.

In addition, such

unlimited conditions foster dependence of the party committees on
special moneyed interests.

Accordingly, we recommend that contributions from
individuals to PACs should be limited to the same amount as
contributions from individuals to state legislative races (on the
order of $1,500 - $2,000 per year).

Contributions to party

committees from individuals should be limited to the same amount
as the limit on individual contributions to candidates for
statewide office (on the order of $2,500 to $4,000 per year).
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4.

Contributions From PACs

The current size of most PAC contributions to individual legislative candidates' committees is small by any
standard.

Under _current law, a PAC contribution to an individual

candidate is subject to the same limit as any other contributor's
gift to that candidate.
1987).
limits.

N.Y. Election Law

14-114 (McKinney's

The current contributions are typically far below those
It can be anticipated, however, that the size of these

contributions will also increase once limits are placed upon PAC
contributions to party legislative committees.

Accordingly, PAC

contributions to individual legislative candidates' committees
should be subject to a limit.

In our view, it is appropriate to

place the same limits on contributions from PACs as are placed
on contributions from individuals, that is, on the order of
$1,500-$2,000 for contributions to legislative candidates, and
$2,500-$4,000 for contributions to statewide candidates.

Party committees, however, receive contributions from
groups on all sides of any particular issue and distribute the
funds to a number of different candidates. We believe that a
limit of as high as $5,000 is appropriate for contributions from
PACs to state, legislative and local party committees.

In

addition, PACs should be limited to aggregate annual contributions to all candidates and party committees in the range of
between $10,000 and $15,000.
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5.

Contributions From Party Committees

Under current law, political party committees are not
deemed "contributors", and no limits are placed upon the amount
of money that a political party can give to a candidate.

While recognizing the value of strong political
parties, the Commission views the current unlimited flow of funds
from party committees to selected races as undesirable because,
among other things, it contributes to inordinate expenditures in
those races.

In its preliminary report, the Commission recom-

mended that political parties should be permitted to make
contributions to candidates' committees of up to five times the
limits set for individual contributors ($7,500 - $10,000 in the
case of legislative candidates).

We adhere to this recommenda-

tion44 and believe that its implementation should substantially
reduce campaign expenditures by candidates in close races while
having a negligible effect on the average legislative race.

At

the same time, we think there is no need to impose aggregate
limits on the amount party committees can give to all candidates.
However, transfers from one party committee to another should be
treated like contributions from individuals, and limited to
$2,500-$4,000.

4 4 Funds allocated by a political party as an expense
incurred on behalf of a given candidate should be included within
this limit.
-
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The net effect of our recommended limit upon political
party contributions would be to decrease the cost of campaigns
where such limits are needed most -- in the few very expensive
races.

Another effect may be to stimulate parties to provide

other forms of a?sistance, such as efforts by volunteers, instead
of money subsidies.

Further, this limit could help insure that

local elections reflect local interest, that local officials are
responsible to their constituents, not only to their party
leaders, and that the sources of a candidate's financing are
readily apparent and not once removed through the filter of the
party committee.

6.

Transfers From Candidate's Committees

We have observed a number of instances in which
candidates have transferred funds to other candidates.

We

believe that these transfers should be treated like any other
contribution, and that the limit on the amount transferred should
be on the order of $1,500-$2,000 for transfers to candidates for
legislative office, and on the order of $2,500 to $4,000 for
transfers to candidates for statewide office.

Transfers from

candidates' committees to party committees should be subject to
the same limits as contributions from individuals to party
committees ($2,500 - $4,000 per year).

At the same time, we

think there is no need place to aggregate limits on the amount
candidates can give to all other candidates combined.
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c.

Public Funding For State Legislative Races

The Commission has carefully considered the question of
public funding of legislative races.

As we recognized last

December, when we recommended public funding of the extremely
costly statewide races and a system of optional public funding
for municipal elections, public funding can be a powerful tool to
accomplish four important goals:

to impose limits, consistent

with the Constitution, on the amounts that can be spent in any
given race; to reduce or eliminate candidate reliance upon
contributions from special or moneyed private interests; to
encourage competition by providing funds to challengers who may
be at a disadvantage if left to private fundraising efforts; and
to free candidates from the need to go begging for the funds
required to secure or retain public office.

The Commission strongly supports each of these objectives and views public funding as a most important means of
achieving them in the statewide and New York City races.
Nonetheless, we conclude that public funding of state legislative
races is premature at this time in light of the available data.
The other substantial reforms we have already recommended may go
a long way to achieve these objectives, and an effective Campaign
Finance Enforcement Agency will be able to collect the data which
will be essential to help design a truly effective public funding
plan if, after experience with one or two election cycles subject
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to the Commission's recommendations, the need for such a plan is
apparent.

Since in both the Assembly and the Senate, the vast
majority of candidates do not currently spend excessive amounts
of money on their general election campaigns, there is not the
same urgency to adopt a public funding program as a means to
impose spending limits consistent with the Constitution as there
is in the campaigns for statewide office and in New York City,
where the winners alone spent over $27,500,000 on their most
recent campaigns.

Furthermore, because of the disparity between the
relatively low dollar amounts spent on the campaigns of the
majority of legislative candidates and the very large expenditures made by a small minority, it would be more difficult to
determine appropriate and viable funding amounts or expenditure
limits.

For example, if expenditure limits were set at an amount

representing the average level of expenditures in the 1986
election by both the Senate candidates and Assembly candidates,
the result would be an expenditure limit which would be higher
than the amounts now spent by more than 60% of winning Senate
candidates and significantly higher than the amounts now spent by
more than 50% of winning Assembly candidates.

(Charts J and H).

Yet these same amounts are but a fraction of what candidates now
spend in the close races.

The incentives would be great for
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candidates who now believe they must spend far above the average
to win or retain a seat to choose not to participate in a public
funding program which would drastically restrict their ability to
spend.45

We are concerned that the net effect of a public
funding program would thus be an infusion of large amounts of
money into races which, until now, have not cost nearly so much,
while not reducing the amounts spent in those few races which are
disproportionately expensive.

Before embarking on such a

sweeping and costly program, we believe it prudent to adopt less
ambitious measures and assess their impact on both the less
costly and more costly races, and on the patterns of individual,
PAC, and party giving in the various races.

Any public funding

program later deemed necessary could then be appropriately
structured.

While a system of private contributions matched by
public funding might decrease the dominant role of moneyed
interests in funding state legislative races, it would not
altogether eliminate contributions from those interests.

45The current Assembly Bill proposes relatively high
expenditure limits, together with very strong incentives to
participate in the public funding program. Yet even those limits
are well below the amounts now actually spent in the close
legislative races. Assembly Bill No. 6809-B section 14-210.
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Limitations on PAC contributions and the elimination of corporate
and union contributions can also reduce the role of special
interest groups and distribute the cost of funding all campaigns
more evenly and widely among the citizens of the state.

We are

convinced that these reforms are essential in order to reduce the
influence of special interests at the legislative level, and we
are hopeful that they, together with the other measures we
endorse, will prove to be sufficient.

We recognize that many candidates for legislative
off ice now run in heavily one-party districts where the significant competition occurs in the primaries, and there may even
be no major party opponent in the general election.

We are also

aware that challengers generally are at a disadvantage to
incumbents both in their ability to raise funds and in their
ability to secure exposure to the public eye.

While we view

greater competition for those races as desirable, there is
insufficient evidence to persuade us that legislative public
funding at this time is likely to lead to any significant
increase in competition.

Indeed, we believe that the reforms we

recommend, especially those putting an end to massive subsidies
from party committees, will reduce the deterrent effect of
incumbents' ability to marshall vast sums in response to a
potential challenge, and will stimulate the entry of new
candidates into the political arena.

-
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We consider it noteworthy that data from 1984 studies
of Wisconsin's and Minnesota's systems do not suggest that
legislative public funding has resulted in an increase in the
number of candidates seeking off ice or in generally enhanced
competition.

Most challengers surveyed claimed that redistrict-

ing, more than the availability of public funding, encouraged
them to run for legislative office.46

It appears that the large numbers of heavily one-party
districts in this State are the product of historical and
political factors which might well be immune to an infusion of
public funds for legislative campaigns.

For over 50 years in New

York State, beginning well before campaign spending began to
escalate and apparently for reasons independent of campaign
spending, there has been a trend toward increased party
polarization and steadily increasing margins of victory in
legislative races.

As a general rule, in a heavily one-party

district, the challenger party is unlikely to win an election for
a legislative seat regardless of its level of spending.

It is

only where the demographics are already undergoing profound

46 King and Wegge study, Tables 3-4.
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change that there is the possibility of a party shift.47

And in

districts where there is a possibility of success for a candidate
from a challenger party, that party (and the incumbent party as
well) already pours substantial sums of money into the race.

This suggests that the critical arena for using
increased financial resources to increase competition is in the
primaries.

But it is impossible even to evaluate current

campaign financing practices in the primaries, because those
candidates who succeed in running in both races mingle their
contribution and expenditure data for both elections in the same
filings.

No one has therefore been able to study primary races,

or even to collect data about them systematically.

We are also concerned that to move hastily to a system
of public funding for 211 legislative races, including primary
elections, could enhance the already-existing advantages that
accrue to incumbents through the use of member items, mailing
privileges and office staff even before clear rules have been
established to govern incumbents' use of these prerogatives.48
Challengers would be without any of these advantages while having
to accept expenditure limits in order to obtain public
47 See, ~' Stonecash, "An Eroding Base?"
Report, May 1986, at 53).

(Empire State

48 A Blue Ribbon Commission created by the New York State
Legislature in April, 1987 has recommended guidelines concerning
political campaign activities of legislative employees, in a
report issued in May, 1988.
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financing.

In our opinion, the more prudent course is to await

the development of a more complete body of information than now
exists on which to base a decision concerning public funding for
these races. 4 9

In the meantime, we urge that the State initiate other
methods of increasing the ability of challengers to present their
views, gain visibility and name recognition, and otherwise
compensate for the advantages naturally accruing to incumbents.
We urge adoption of a program in which New York State would
sponsor publication and distribution of a voter pamphlet
containing photographs and brief position statements of
legislative candidates shortly before each election.

Such a

program has been successfully implemented in Seattle, Washington,
and has been found to increase voter awareness of candidates'
platforms while enabling challengers to share to some extent in
incumbents' ability to communicate with potential supporters at
no cost.50

49This more complete body of information would come from
several sources.
First, the new agency will have collected and
evaluated more systematic, detailed and accurate data concerning
campaign financing, particularly for primary campaigns, than is
now available. Second, there will be more experience with the
impact of public funding programs both in New York City and in
other states. See discussion at pages 25 - 30 above.
50An example of such a pamphlet is attached to this report
as Exhibit A.
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our hearings and our review of campaign filings have
shown that the main campaign expense in the most costly races is
media, particularly television advertising, which may create a
vicious cycle certain to escalate costs in any contested
campaign.

Candidates rightly judge that they must match their

opponents in this arena or risk suddenly plummeting in the polls
and quickly losing the momentum of their campaigns.

We urge the

State, perhaps under the aegis of the new Campaign Finance
Enforcement Agency, to explore ways in which media costs can be
reduced and candidate exposure on substantive issues increased,
possibly through the use of cable television.

We believe that the reforms we recommend today can
profoundly change the way in which candidates for legislative
seats finance their campaigns.

We believe that the result will

be a system far more open to public review, with candidates far
less dependent on moneyed special interests and massive
centralized party support for the funds they need to run
effective races in their districts around the State.

We believe

that a broader base of citizens will be encouraged to participate
in the elective process, both by financial contributions and as
candidates.

Should these much needed reforms not prove sufficient,
after one or two election cycles, sound recommendations can then
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be made for further reforms, including possibly an appropriately
structured public funding program.

IV. CONCLUSION

We cannot stress enough the importance of swift action
on the basic reforms we recommend.

As we issue this report,

party committees and legislative candidates are already
collecting funds for their upcoming campaigns.

There is no

reason to believe that the sources of their money, or the size of
the contributions, are any different from what they have always
been.

There is no reason to believe that this year's disclosure

statements will be any more complete, legible, or well-organized
than we have found them to be in the past.

The fundraising

continues to take place in the dark, with moneyed interest
groups supplying the lion's share of the money.

To date, no

fundamental change has been made in enforcement mechanisms or
procedures, even for the seriously deficient contribution and
reporting system now in place.

This is a system in crisis.

The problem is fundamen-

tal, not peripheral, for it taints the very process by which our
elected representatives and decision-makers are chosen.
citizens and voters of this State deserve better.

The

There is no

excuse to delay adopting the reforms we urge today, and failure

-
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to do so will only feed public cynicism and lack of faith in the
integrity of government.

We on this Commission would view

failure to adopt substantial reform as amounting to a betrayal of
the public trust.

Dated:

New York, New York
August 1, 1988

STATE OF NEW YORK
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT INTEGRITY

John D. Feerick
Chairman
Richard D. Emery
Patricia M. Hynes
James L. Magavern
Bernard s. Meyer
Bishop Emerson J. Moore
Cyrus R. Vance
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER RICHARD D. EMERY

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER RICHARD D. EMERY

The Commission's Report on Campaign Financing For New
York State Legislative Races withholds a recommendation in
support of public financing for state legislative campaigns.

The

Commission concludes that there is insufficient evidence
available at this time to demonstrate that public financing will
(1) reduce contributions from special interest contributors; (2)
lower campaign expenditures;

(3) encourage challengers; and (4)

relieve candidates from fundraising obligations.

The Commission

believes that a new campaign practices enforcement agency,
campaign contribution limitations, a prohibition on corporate and
union contributions, rigorous disclosure of all campaign expenses
and contributions and new, free avenues for candidates to
communicate with the public may be adequate reforms.

While I

wholeheartedly endorse these recommendations, I would go further
and develop proposals for the State to fund campaigns for all
significant elective offices.

New York's system of campaign financing is dominated by
corporate, business and union contributors.

Politicians who

must depend on campaign contributions to run for off ice too often
curry favor with these special interest contributors.

Some

politicians have even exercised their official authority in the
profit-making enterprises owned or operated by such
contributors.

These instances of contributors benefitting from
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the official acts of the candidates they supported give the
appearance of a IDJi.g pro IDJQ relationship which undermines
public confidence in the integrity of its government.

Busine~s

interests are especially creative in finding

ways to channel money to candidates.

When contribution limits

are imposed, they give large amounts through multiple
corporations, or they extract and bundle contributions from
their employees and associates.

More and more corporate

interests are creating political action committees to avoid
contribution limits.

PACs are multiplying like germs infecting

the political system.

Detailed disclosure of these practices is

obviously desirable, but it does not mitigate the harm.

Lurid

revelations of campaign contributions tend to leave the public
cynical about government.

In the end, allowing campaigns to be

financed with private contributions perpetuates the current
system of special interest contributors seeking favored treatment
from elected officials.

The current Commission report once again documents disproportionate contributions by special interest contributors to
state political party committees and, to a lesser extent,
individual candidates for legislative posts.

Of course,

legislators must make decisions every day which directly affect
the profits and even the survival of business interests which
contribute to their campaigns.
-

I think this is an inherent
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conflict of interest that must be entirely eliminated.

As

necessary as the Commission's recommendations are for limiting,
policing and disclosing contributions, in my view, even more is
required.

Every candidate should be able to avoid dependence on

private contributors.

I see but one way to accomplish this:

public funding.

In addition, I am especially concerned with one factor
relied on by the Commission as a reason for withholding a
recommendation at this time for public funding of legislative
races.

The Commission finds that these races are, for the most

part, inexpensive.

They are predominantly run in one-party

districts, and, therefore, serious opposition candidates are
rare.

The Commission concludes that, at this time, no sufficient

need has been demonstrated for expenditure of public funds.

I believe that an important reason to support public
funding is to dislodge entrenched incumbents and one-party rule,
even if the total cost of legislative campaigns increases.

The

recent criminal cases involving Nassau and Queens county party
organizations have vividly demonstrated that such regimes are the
scourge of our political system.

The point of public funding is

to address one party dominance by stimulating healthy
competition.

In my view recommendations for reform should not be

premised on savings that might flow from the regrettable reality
of entrenched incumbency or one-party politics.
-
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Though it may

in fact be true that campaign costs without competition are lower
in the short run, the public will pay much more for one-party
rule over time.

Inefficiency, favoritism, patronage and even

corruption will inevitably follow.

Public funding provides the opportunity to loosen the
grip of one-party rule.

Challengers, insurgents and reformers

must have public funding to finance expeditions over the craggy
political barriers erected by entrenched party officials.
Limiting contributions, full disclosure and even vigorous
regulatory enforcement will not stimulate challengers.

And

challengers, in the end, are the best hope for a better political
system.

It is often said that tax revenues spent on an
elections could be better used to care for the homeless, improve
our schools, or expand our police force.
ignores the promise of democracy.

This visceral response

If we invest in our electoral

process, we will stimulate more honest and high-minded people to
compete for office.

If we attract new people of unquestioned

integrity to government, then we will care for the homeless,
improve education and expand the police force on the merits.

We must recognize that campaigning for off ice is a
public service.

Campaigns test new ideas, inform us and give us
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the choices a vital democracy requires.

Vigorous, open campaigns

keep government honest and guarantee fundamental democratic
values.

We should forthrightly accept the responsibility to pay

for the benefit they provide.
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PROPOSED CONTRIBUTION LIMITS
Category of Contributor
[Aggregate LimitJ

Off ice Sought By
Candidate

1. Corporations, unions ·
and anyone doing
business with
government
2. Individual
[$25,000 per year]

3. PAC
[$10,000 - $15,000
per year]

Contribution Limit

PROHIBITED

Statewide

- $2,500 - $4,000 per
election

Senate/Assembly

- $1,500 - $2,000 per
election

Local Off ice

- Citywide Office, New York
City: $2,500-$4,000 per
election
- All other city/county:
$1,000-$2,000 per election
- Town/village/other: $500 $1,000 per election

PAC

- $1,500 - $2,000 per year

Party Committee

- $2,500 - $4,000 per year

Statewide

- $2,500 - $4,000 per
election

Senate/Assembly

- $1,500 - $2,000 per
election

Local Off ice

- Citywide Office, New York
City: $2,500-$4,000 per
election
- All other city/county:
$1,000-$2,000 per election
- Town/village/other: $500 $1,000 per election

Party Committee

- $5,000 per year

Category of Contributor
[Aggregate Limit]

Off ice Sought By
Candidate

Contribution Limit

4. Party Committee
(No aggregate limit]

Candidate (All)

- 5 times limit on
contribution from an
individual
- Same as contribution from
an individual to party
committee

Another Party
Committee
5. Individual Candidates'
Committees (No
aggregate limit]

Other Candidates

- Same as contribution from
an individual to that
candidate

Party Committees

Same as contribution from
an individual to party
committees

II

EXPENDITURE OF PARTY ORGANIZATION FUNDS
WINNERS AND LOSERS, 1986 RACES

Charts in this section are
based on ou r analysi3 of
Party Legislative Committet
disclosure statements filed
with the B_qa rd of Ele,ctfons
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VOTES
WON

-------

95.0%
93.0%
90.0%
90.0%
87.0%
84.0%
81. 0%
80.0%
78.0%
78.0%
76.0%
73.0%
71. 0%
70.0%
70.0%
69.0%
68.0%
68.0%
68.0%
67.0%
66.0%
64.0%
63.0%
63.0%
63.0%
62.0%
62.0%
61.0%
60.0%
59.0%
59.0%
57.0%

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

------

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

CHART B-2
DEMOCRATIC ASSEMBLY
ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE OF VOTES WON
NAME
DST.
16
3
138
83
85
92
123
125
116
15
111
102
84
25
4
115
119
9
112
129
130
91
87
10
107
95

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

ALLOCATED
($)

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

Page

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

-------- ----------------------------------- v---------- --------37001
37001

THOMAS DINAPOLI
I CI LIO BIANCHI JR.
JOSEPH PILLITTERE
TERRENCE ZALESKI
RONALD TOCCI
ROBERT CONNOR
ROBERT LEAMER
MARTIN LUSTER
LOUIS CRITELLI
ROBERT ZIMMERMAN
JOHN KARIN
EUGENE KEELER
JAMES O'CONNOR
DOUGLAS MACKAY
FRANCIS BURKE
WILLIAM GOODMAN
E. CLYDE OHL
GARY FIELD
DANIEL HALEY
WILLIAM EDDINGER
HENRY KUJAWA
WILLIAM RYAN
NANCY OLLI
DOROTHY WEISSGERBER
CAROLYN MICKLAS
JIM TARVIN

I
I

v
I
I

c
c

v

c
c

v

c
c
c
c
c

v

c
c

v

35821
25898
48558
66937
19280
47970
55238
61105
46680
35127
21112
1762
19676
28896
32975
8913
9196
3272
421
130
3710
2892
100
10396
15

21500
12500
11650

7000
2000
5000

% OF
VOTES
WON

-------

35821
47398
61058
78587
19280
47970
55238
68105
46680
37127
26112
1762
19676
28896
32975
8913
9196
3272
421
130
3710
2892
100
10396
15

54.0%
54.0%
53.0%
53.0%
51. 0%
51. 0%
48.0%
48.0%
47.0%
46.0%
43.0%
40.0%
40.0%
39.0%
39.0%
37.0%
37.0%
37.0%
36.0%
36.0%
36.0%
36.0%
34.0%
30.0%
28.0%
28.0%

2

WINNER
OR
LOSER

------

w
w
w
w
w
w
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

c
c
c
c
c
================================================================================================
NO. OF CANDIDATES: 58

Total Allocated: $
Average Allocated:

982,904
$ 16,947

Total Party Support: $1,059,488

Average Party Support:

$ 18,267

CHART C-1
REPUBLICAN ASSEMBLY
ARRANGED BY TOTAL PARTY SUPPORT
NAME
DST.
110
85
86
13
83
38
130
49
92
93
116
138
111
59
96
15
58
16
3
123
101
91
37
125
4
102
25
84
150
117
149
9

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

ALLOCATED

($)

Page

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

% OF
VOTES
WON

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

-------- ----------- ------- --------------------------------------- --------CHRIS ORTLOFF
v
133120
8379
141499
100.0%
w
JOHN PERONE
ROBIN BERGSTROM
JOHN GALASSO
JOSEPH RAUSO
JOHN IMPERIALE
ROBERT KING
ARNALDO FERRARO
HELENA DONOHUE
WILLIAM GRIFFITH JR.
RALPH EANNACE JR.
WILLIAM BRODERICK
JOHN MCCANN
DENNIS MCKEON
DAVID RUSSELL
DANIEL FRISA
KARINA COSTANTINO
ERIC ENGELHARDT
SALVATORE PRISCO
RICHARD MILLER
WARD INGALSBE JR.
GEORGE PATAKI
NORMAN GUILE
HUGH MACNEIL
ROBERT GAFFNEY
JOHN FASO
DOUG PRESCOTT
GORDON BURROWS
THOMAS HARTE
RAY CHESBRO
C~ARLES CORSON
JOHN FLANAGAN

c
c
c
v
c
v
v
c
c
v
c
I

c
c
I

c
v
c
I

c
I

c
I
I

v
I
I

c
I

v
v

35584
31775
31535
30919
30614
29046
28919
27125
26418
16651
24951
24943
24317
23703
23584
23018
21994
21793
21790
20521
20191
19418
19008
18678
17278
15342
13992
11610
10721
7634
8585

105
8983

1000

35584
31775
31535
30919
30614
29046
28919
27230
26418
25634
24951
24943
24317
23703
23584
23018
21994
21793
21790
20521
20191
19418
19008
18678
17278
15342
13992
11610
10721
8634
8585

47.0%
35.0%
37.0%
41. 0%
32.0%
62.0%
36.0%
45.0%
37.0%
53.0%
46.0%
57.0%
28.0%
41. 0%
52.0%
35.0%
43.0%
40.0%
52.0%
35.0%
62.0%
32.0%
50.3%
58.0%
57.0%
60.0%
56.0%
38.0%
70.0%
39.0%
62.0%

L
L
L
L
L

w
L
L
L

w
L

w
L
L

w
L
L
L

w
L

w
L

w
w
w
w
w
L

w
L

w

CHART C-1
REPUBLICAN ASSEMBLY
ARRANGED BY TOTAL PARTY SUPPORT
NAME
DST.
122
115
109
129
136

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

ALLOCATED

($)

Page

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

% OF
VOTES
WON

-------- ----------- -----------------------------------------------CLARENCE RAPPLEYEA
I
473
473
100.0%
WILLIAM SEARS
GLENN HARRIS
FRANK TALOMIE SR.
JOHN HASPER

I
I
I

v

422
295
293
293

422
295
293
293

62.0%
77.0%
62.0%
62.0%

2

WINNER
OR
LOSER

------

w
w
w
w
w

==============================================================================================~=

NO. OF CANDIDATES: 37

Total Allocated: $
Average Allocated:

816,553
$ 22,069

Total Party Support: $
Average Party Support:

835,020

$ 22,568

CHART C-2
REPUBLICAN ASSEMBLY
ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE OF VOTES WON
NAME
DST.
110
122
109
117
115
129
130
136
9
91
25
4
102
111
84
116
123
15
125
85
138
92
16
83
96
3
149
150
13
93
49
101

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

ALLOCATED

($)

---------------------------------- --------CHRIS ORTLOFF
v
133120
CLARENCE RAPPLEYEA
GLENN HARRIS
RAY CHESBRO
WILLIAM SEARS
FRANK TALOMIE SR.
ROBERT KING
JOHN HASPER
JOHN FLANAGAN
GEORGE PATAKI
DOUG PRESCOTT
ROBERT GAFFNEY
JOHN FASO
JOHN MCCANN
GORDON BURROWS
RALPH EANNACE JR.
RICHARD MILLER
DANIEL FRISA
HUGH MACNEIL
JOHN PERONE
WILLIAM BRODERICK
HELENA DONOHUE
ERIC ENGELHARDT
JOSEPH RAUSO
DAVID RUSSELL
SALVATORE PRISCO
CHARLES CORSON
THOMAS HARTE
JOHN GALASSO
WILLIAM GRIFFITH JR.
A~ALDO FERRARO
WARD INGALSBE JR.

I
I
I
I
I

v
v
v
I
I
I

v
I
I

v
I
I
I

c
c
c
v
v
c
c
v
c
c
c
v
c

473
295
10721
422
293
29046
293
8585
20191
15342
18678
17278
24943
13992
16651
21790
23584
19008
35584
24951
27125
21994
30919
23703
21793
7634
11610
31535
26418
28919
20521

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

-------8379

8983

105

1000

Page

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

----------141499
473
295
10721
422
293
29046
293
8585
20191
15342
18678
17278
24943
13992
25634
21790
23584
19008
35584
24951
27230
21994
30919
23703
21793
8634
11610
31535
26418
28919
20521

% OF
VOTES
WON

-------

100.0%
100.0%
77.0%
70.0%
62.0%
62.0%
62.0%
62.0%
62.0%
62.0%
60.0%
58.0%
57.0%
57.0%
56.0%
53.0%
52.0%
52.0%
50.3%
47.0%
46.0%
45.0%
43.0%
41. 0%
41. 0%
40.0%
39.0%
38.0%
37.0%
37.0%
36.0%
35.0%

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

------

w
w
w
w
w
.w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

CHART C-2
REPUBLICAN ASSEMBLY
ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE OF VOTES WON
NAME
DST.
58
86
37
38
59

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

ALLOCATED

($)

------------------------- c---------- --------23018

KARINA COSTANTINO
ROBIN BERGSTROM
NORMAN GUILE
JOHN IMPERIALE
DENNIS MCKEON

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

--------

Page

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

----------23018

% OF
VOTES
WON

------35.0%
35.0%
32.0%
32.0%
28.0%

2

WINNER
OR
LOSER

-----L

31775
31775
c
L
19418
19418
L
c
30614
30614
L
c
L
c
24317
24317
================================================================================================

NO. OF CANDIDATES: 37

Total Allocated: $

Average Allocated:

816,553

$ 22,069

Total Party Support: $

Average Party Support:

835,020

$ 22,568

CHART D-1
DEMOCRATIC SENATE
ARRANGED BY TOTAL PARTY SUPPORT
NAME
DST.
35
55
23
34
9
36
48
7

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

ALLOCATED

($)

Page

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

% OF
VOTES
WON

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

-------- ----------- ------- ------------------------------ v---------- --------185784
8790
194574
43.0%
L

ANDREW MACDONALD
RALPH QUATTROCIOCCHI
JOSEPH MONTALTO
MICHAEL DURSO
CAROL BERMAN
SUZI OPPENHEIMER
NANCY HOFFMANN
ANGELO ORAZIO

I

c

v
c
I
I

128666
127825
104982
98021
61717
17220
14570

550
792
40000
1000

128666
128375
104982
98813
61717
57220
15570

54.0%
48.0%
29.0%
44.0%
62.0%
59.0%
42.0%

w
L
L
L

w
w

L
c
================================================================================================
NO. OF CANDIDATES:

8

Total Allocated: $
Average Allocated:

738,785

$ 92,348

Total Party Support: $

Average Party Support:

789,917

$ 98,740

CHART D-2
DEMOCRATIC SENATE
ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE OF VOTES WON
INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

NAME
DST.
36
48
55
23
9
35
7
34

ALLOCATED

($)

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

Page

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

-------- ----------------------------------- -----------------I
61717
61717

SUZI OPPENHEIMER
NANCY HOFFMANN
RALPH QUATTROCIOCCHI
JOSEPH MONTALTO
CAROL BERMAN
ANDREW MACDONALD
ANGELO ORAZIO
MICHAEL DURSO

I
I

17220
128666
127825
98021
185784
14570
104982

40000

% OF
VOTES
WON

-------

57220
128666
128375
98813
194574
15570
104982

62.0%
59.0%
54.0%
48.0%
44.0%
43.0%
42.0%
29.0%

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

------

w
w
w

L
c
550
L
c
792
L
v
8790
L
c
1000
L
v
================================================================================================
NO. OF CANDIDATES:

8

Total Allocated: $
Average Allocated:

738,785
$ 92,348

Total Party Support: $

Average Party Support:

789,917

$ 98,740

CHART E-1
REPUBLICAN SENATE
ARRANGED BY TOTAL PARTY SUPPORT
NAME

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

DST.
34
35
55
23
15
48
50
60
36
9

38
2
1

7
11
3

39
5

59
4

42
41
47

GUY VELELLA
NICHOLAS SPANO
DONALD RILEY
CHRISTOPHER MEGA
MARTIN KNORR
DOREEN BIANCHI
JAMES SEWARD
WALTER FLOSS JR.
WILLIS STEPHENS
DEAN SKELOS
EUGENE LEVY
JAMES LACK
KENNETH LAVALLE
MICHAEL TULLY JR.
FRANK PADAVAN
CAESAR TRUNZO
RICHARD SCHERMERHORN
RALPH MARINO
DALE VOLKER
OWEN JOHNSON
PETER CRUMMEY
JAY ROLISON JR.
JAMES DONOVAN

I

v
c
I
I

c

v
I

c
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

c
I
I

ALLOCATED

($)
476607
364989
352084
331477
307503
118750
98915
83573
73894
48528
18568
15569
10027
445
4187
2370
1198
1083
582
317
277

Page

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)
25085
0
0

2500
25000

0

7340
6000

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

% OF
VOTES
WON

501692
364989
352084
331477
310003
143750
98915
83573
73894
48528
18568
15569
10027
7785
6000
4187
2370
1198
1083
582
317
277

47.0%
54.0%
44.0%
49.0%
65.0%
38.0%
58.0%
63.0%
36.0%
53.0%
62.0%
66.0%
70.0%
54.0%
63.0%
68.0%
66.0%
62.0%
71. 0%
65.0%
33.0%
100.0%
72.0%

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

w
w
L

w
w
L

w

w
L

w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w

w
w
w
L

w

w
0
0
================================================================================================
NO. OF CANDIDATES: 23

Total Allocated: $2,310,943
Average Allocated:

$110,045

Total Party Support: $2,376,868
Average Party Support:

$103,342

CHART E-2
REPUBLICAN SENATE
ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE OF VOTES WON
NAME

INCUMBENT
CHALLENGER
VACANT

DST.
41
47
59
1
3
2

39
15
4
11

60
38
5

50
35
7
9

23
34

JAY ROLISON JR.
JAMES DONOVAN
DALE VOLKER
KENNETH LAVALLE
CAESAR TRUNZO
JAMES LACK
RICHARD SCHERMERHORN
MARTIN KNORR
OWEN JOHNSON
FRANK PADAVAN
WALTER FLOSS JR.
EUGENE LEVY
RALPH MARINO
JAMES SEWARD
NICHOLAS SPANO
MICHAEL TULLY JR.
DEAN SKELOS
CHRISTOPHER MEGA
GUY VELELLA
DONALD RILEY
DOREEN BIANCHI
WILLIS STEPHENS
PETER CRUMMEY

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

v
v
I
I
I
I

ALLOCATED

($)

Page

NET
TRANSFER
IN ($)

277

2500
6000

83573
18568
1198
98915
364989
445
48528
331477
476607
352084
118750
73894
317

% OF
VOTES
WON

277
0

1083
10027
4187
15569
2370
307503
582

TOTAL
PARTY
SUPPORT ($)

0

7340
0
0

25085

0

1083
10027
4187
15569
2370
310003
582
6000
83573
18568
1198
98915
364989
7785
48528
331477
501692
352084
143750
73894
317

100.0%
72.0%
71. 0%
70.0%
68.0%
66.0%
66.0%
65.0%
65.0%
63.0%
63.0%
62.0%
62.0%
58.0%
54.0%
54.0%
53.0%
49.0%
47.0%
44.0%
38.0%
36.0%
33.0%

1

WINNER
OR
LOSER

w

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

w
w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w

L
c
L
25000
c
L
c
L
c
================================================================================================

55

48
36
42

NO. OF CANDIDATES: 23

Total Allocated: $2,310,943
Average Allocated:

$110,045

Total Party Support: $2,376,868
Average Party Support:

$103,342

III
MONETARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES
CORPORATE, UNION AND PAC CONTRIBUTIONS
1/15/85-1/15/88

Charts in this section are
based on our analysis of Party
Legislative Committee
disclosure statements filed
with the Board of Elections

State Assen1bly Can1paign Committees
Monetary Contributions Including PAC Transfers -

1/15/83- 1/15/88

Assembly Republican Committees
Total Received: $ 2, 020,000.
I 3 Commit tees I

Assembly Democratic Committees
Total Received: $ 3, 180,000.
I 1 Committee I

[ ~ PACs lnc ltJd1nu Union &

Employee Gr oup PACs &
Corpora le PA Cs

~ Otl 1e;r Corporl1te Contributions
~ Othe r Union Contributions

B

B

15%

15%

@J Al l Olher Contributions

Assembly Republican Committees
Major Interest Group Receipts

l£l Union & ErnployctJ

Assembly Democratic Committees
Major Interest Group Receipts

Groups

[£_] Ru;:il Est a te

Le] Fi11uncial
~Construclion & Enaincering

M

66 %

K

[T) I lt:a 1111 & rviocJ 1cu I

6 07o1

~] l11surl..lnce

3%

J

0 LC:LJ Li~
lIJ Oil, Gtls & Ut ilities
H

§1 Oiiier Contributions

L2%
K4,%
J2%
133

3%
CHART F

State Senate Campaign Committees
Monetary Contributions Including PAC Transfers

1/15/83- 1/15/88

Senate Republican Committees
Total Received:$ 4, 700,000.
13 Committees I

Senate Democratic Committees
Total Received:$ 1,200,000.
15 Committees I

~] PAC s lr1c luding Union &

Employee Gr oup PACs &
Corpo ra tc PA Cs

c

3%

@J Ot he r Co rpora le Contributions

B

11%

(9 Other Un ion Contributions

@] A II Other Contributions

Senate Republican Committees
Major Interest Group Receipts

Senate Democratic Committees
Major Interest Group Receipts

@l Union & Em p loye e Groups
~] R eu l Es ta te

@J Financ ial
~ C o n s tr uc ti o n & Engineer ing

riJ I le:a Ith

M

54 %

K

- 10%

& Me:d ica I

QJ ln su m ncc
~ L ega l

E--l Oil . Gus & Utilit ies

§1 Othe~ Contributions
CHART G

IV
CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES BY
INDIVIDUAL LEGISLATORS
WINNERS, 1986 RACES

Charts in this section are based on our
analysis of individual legislators'
campaign committee disclosure statements
filed with the Board of Elections

Chart H
Assembly (Both Parties)
Averages and Distributions,
Funds Spent, Winners, 1986

Total candidates
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Total

152
37,867
0

158,772
5,755,801

Distribution (%)
Less than 15,000
$15,001
$30,001
$45,001
$60,000
$75,001

- 30,000
- 45,000
- 60,000
- 75,000

plus

19.1%
30.9%
21. 7%
8.6%
9.2%
10.5%

Chart I
INDIVIDUAL ASSEMBLY CANDIDATES (Winners)
AVERAGE FUNDS SPENT, BY ELECTORAL OUTCOME

Proportion Vote Won

Republicans

BY PARTY
Democrats

(N)

(N)

All
Candidates

(N)

Greater or equal to 75%

$26,180

16

$31,781

55

$30,518

71

Greater or equal to 65%
and less than 75%

$26,251

20

$47,294

22

$37,273

42

Greater or equal to 55%
and less than 65%

$41,310

16

$63,081

11

$50,180

27

Less than 55%

$56,146

5

$55,417

7

$55,721

12

Chart J
Senate (Both Parties)
Averages and Distributions,
Funds Spent, Winners, 1986

Total candidates
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Total

62
53,436
$
$
1,809
$ 185,567
$3,313,030

Distribution (%)
Less than 25,000
$25,001 - 50,000
$50,001 - 75,000
$75,001 - 100,000
$100,001 - 125,000
$125,001 plus

24.2%
35.5%
17.7%
9.7%
3.2%
9.7%

Chart K
INDIVIDUAL SENATE CANDIDATES, WINNERS
AVERAGE FUNDS SPENT, BY ELECTORAL OUTCOME

Proportion Vote Won

BY PARTY
Democrats (N)
Republicans (N)

All
Candidates(N)

Greater or equal to 75%

$ 31,002

7

$ 31,625

22

$ 31,475

29

Greater or equal to 65%
and less than 75%

$ 57,311

16

$ 52,740

4

$ 56,397

20

Greater or equal to 55%
and less than 65%

$ 70,620

6

$162,513

1

$ 83,748

7

Less than 55%

$121,318

5

$ 79,501

1

$114,348

6

.•
)

I
t

v
FUNDS RAISED BY INDIVIDUAL LEGISIATORS
WINNERS, 1986 RACES
(CORPORATE, UNION AND PAC CONTRIBUTIONS)

Charts in this section are
based on our analysis of
contribution information for
individual legislators as
reported by Legitech

~tate

Assembly Individual Assembly Members' Campaign Committees

Monetary Contributions Including PAC Transfers -

1I15/85 - 1I15 /87

Assembly Republicans
Assembly Democrats
To1al Received:$ 4,382,700
Total Received:$ 1,878,300
I A II Republican AssemfiTy- Members I l A II Democratic Assembly Members I
[~ PACs lncl11d1n9 Union &
Employee Group PACs &
Corpor0t8 PACs

D

52%

@l Ott1c r CorportJte Contributions

l9 Ott 1er

Union Contributions

~fAll Olh8r Contributions

c

6%

Assembly Republicans
Major Interest Group Receipts
~ Union & Employee Groups

Assembly Democrats
Major Interest Group Receipts
I All Republican Assembly Members I (All Democratic Assembly Members!

(£] fl L:Ll l EstLtte
@] F1n0nc itJI

L8 Construction

& Enginee ring

M

M

75%

73%

[i] Hca ltl1 & fv1t.; dica. I

Q] lnsur3nce

@ Leg0I

1IJ Oil,

K

3%

GLt~ & Utilities

@J Otller Contributions
€HART L

F

G

H

2% 3 %1%

CHART M
Funds Raised By Individual Assemblymen
7/15/85 - 7/15/87
Total:

$6,261,000
31% PAC Contributions (Including Corporate & Union PACs)
10% Other Corporate Contributions
5% Other Union Contributions
54% Other Contributions

Total Raised By Top 20 Fundraisers:
$2,291,100
Total Raised By All Other Assemblyman:
$3,969,900

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Top 20 Fundraisers Breakdown
District/Party
[% Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Kremer

20th/Democrat
[72%]

$245,200

- First elected 1965
- Chairman of Committee on Standing Committees
- 1977-1987, Chairman of Ways and Means Committee

Hoyt

144th/Democrat
[78%]

$190,200

- First elected 1974
- Chairman of Committee on Energy
- Chairman of Subcommittee on Child Abuse

Descriptionl

1 The sources for the information in this column are The New York Red Book (G.A. Mitchell 89th ed.
1987-1988), Rogers' Pocket Directory (1988 ed.) and the "Assembly Directory'' distributed by the
Assembly Public Information Office.
In addition, where possible, the information was verified by the
office of each named Assemblyman.
Generally, the descriptions include data regarding the leadership
and chair positions held by each named Assemblyman.

District/Party
[% Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Hevesi

28th/Democrat
(86%]

$168,200

-

Walsh

149th/Democrat
(61%]

$157,100

- First elected 1972
- Resigned as Member of Assembly and Assembly
Majority Leader, 4/26/87
- Assembly Majority Leader since 1979
- Chairman of Committee on Modernization and
simplification of Tax Administration and Tax Law
- Former Chairman of Agriculture Committee
- Former Assistant Majority Leader
- Former Chairman of Transportation Committee

Barbaro

47th/Democrat
(82%]

$146,000

- First elected 1972
Chairman of Labor Committee since 1980
- Former Chairman of Committee on Governmental
Employees

Miller, M.

44th/Democrat
[77%]

$132,000

-

Seminerio

31st/Democrat
(76%]

$124,400

- First elected 1978
- Chairman of Subcommittee on Transportation Safety
- Chairman of Legislative Commission on Public
Management Systems

Hikind

48th/Democrat
(72%]

$119,000

- First elected 1982
- Chairman of Subcommittee on Human Rights

Description
First elected 1971 (special election)
Assistant Majority Leader
Chairman of Assembly Task Force on the Disabled
Former Deputy Majority Leader
Former Chairman of Committee on Health

First elected 1970
Speaker of Assembly since 1987
Chairman of Rules Committee
Former Chairman of Committee on Election Law
Former Chairman of Committee on Higher Education
Former Chairman of Codes Committee

District/Party

[% Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Description

Rappleyea

122nd/Republican
[100%)

$108,000

- First elected 1972
Republican Minority Leader since 1983
- 1977, selected Secretary of the Assembly
Republican Conference
- 1977, appointed Chairman of the Assembly
Republican Campaign Recruitment Committee
- 1978, appointed Chairman o~ the Assembly
Republican Campaign Committee
- 1979-1983, Chairman of the Assembly Republican
Conference

Lasher

46th/Democrat
[79%)

$ 95,000

- First elected 1972
Chairman of Insurance Committee since 1981
- 1975, Chairman of the Agriculture Committee's
Subcommittee on Kosher Food Legislation
- 1977-1980, Chairman of the Committee on Child Care
- 1979-1980, Chairman of the Temporary State Commission to Recodify the Family court Act

Gorski

143rd/Democrat
[84%)

$ 92,000

- First elected 1974
- Left the Assembly on 1/1/88 to become Erie County
Executive
- 1980-1984, Chairman of Oversight, Analysis and
Investigation Committee
- Former Chairman of Subcommittee on Volunteer Fire
Service
- Former Chairman of Committee on Local Governments

Straniere

60th/Republican
[72%]

$ 88,000

- First elected 1980
- Vice Chairman of Republican Joint Conference
Committee
- Ranking Minority Member of Committee on
Corporations, Authorities and Commissions
- Co-Chairman of 1981 Freshman Republican
Legislators

Halpin

11th/Democrat
[70%)

$ 84,100

- First elected April, 1982 (special election)
- Left the Assembly 1/1/88 to become Suffolk County
Executive

District/Party

[% Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Description
- Chairman of Subcommittee on Long Island Marine
Resources since 1987

Bragman

118th/Democrat
[77%]

$ 82,800

- First elected 1980
- Chairman of Agriculture Committee
- Chairman of Wildlife Management Subcommittee

Butler

36th/Democrat
[100%]

$ 79,300

- First elected 1976
- Chairman of Majority Conference
- Chairman of Subcommittee on the Special Problems
of the Aging

Zimmer

!20th/Democrat
[70%]

$ 79,000

- First elected 1974
- Chairman of Committee on Governmental Operations

Dearie

75th/Democrat
[76%]

$ 78,000

- First elected February, 1973 (special election)
- Chairman of Committee on Cities

Serrano

73rd/Democrat
[95%]

$ 75,600

- First elected 1974
- Chairman of Education Committee
- 1979-1983, Chairman of Committee on Consumer
Affairs and Protection

Nozzolio

128th/Republican
[78%]

$ 74,900

- First elected 1982
- Ranking Minority Member of Committee on
Transportation

Pillittere

138th/Democrat
[54%]

$ 72,300

- First elected 1978
- Chairman of Committee on Local Governments
- Chairman of Subcommittee on Toxic and Hazardous
Substances
- Former Assistant Majority Whip
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Total:

$4,391,000
32% PAC Contributions (Including Corporate & Union PACs)
12% Other Corporate Contributions
5% Other Union Contributions
51% Other Contributions

Total Raised By Top 14 Fundraisers:
Total Raised By All Other Senators:

$2,263,400
$2,128,100

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Top 14 Fundraisers Breakdown
District/Party
[% Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Goodman

26th/Republican
[72%]

$465,800

- First elected 1968
- Majority Whip
- Chairman of Committee on Investigations, Taxation
and Government Operations

Levy, N.

8th/Republican
[69%]

$289,600

- First elected 1970
- Chairman of Transportation Committee

Descriptionl

1 The sources for the descriptive information in this column are The New York Red Book (G.A. Mitchell
89th ed. 1987-1988), Rogers' Pocket Directory (1988 ed.) and a list entitled "Senate Member
Assignments" distributed by the off ice of the Senate Press Secretary and Director of Communications.
In addition, the information was verified by the office of each named Senator. Generally, the
descriptions include data regarding the leadership and chair positions held by each named Senator.

District/Party
[% Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Lombardi

49th/Republican
(71%]

$254,400

- First elected 1965
- Chairman of Health Committee
- Chairman of Special Committee on the Culture
Industry
- Vice Chairman of Senate Majority Conference

Bruno

43rd/Republican
(68%]

$153,300

- First elected 1976
Chairman of Insurance Committee since 1985
- Vice Chairman of Legislative Commission on Solid
Waste Management since 1985
- Former Chairman of Subcommittee on the Impact of
Taxes on Small Business (appointed 1976)
- Former Chairman of Committee on Consumer Protection (appointed 1978)

Tully

7th/Republican
(55%]

$140,100

- First elected 1982 (special election)
- Chairman of Veterans Committee since 1983
- Chairman of Task Force on Suburbs in Transition

Skelos

9th/Republican
(53%]

$139,200

- First elected 1984
- Chairman of Aging Committee

Halperin

18th/Democrat
(100%]

$124,100

- First elected 1970
- Ranking Minority Member of Finance Committee
- Former Chairman of Task Force on Criminal Justice

Mega

23rd/Republican
(53%]

$108,600

- First elected 1978
- Chairman of Committee on Crime and Correction
- Former Chairman of Subcommittee on Veterans
Affairs
- Former Asemblyman for 50th District

Spano

35th/Republican
(55%]

$104,200

- First elected 1986
- Chairman of Mental Hygiene Committee
- Former Assemblyman for 83rd District

Dunne

6th/Republican
(61%]

$100,200

- First elected 1965
- Deputy Majority Leader
- Ex-officio member of all standing committees

Description

District/Party
f % Vote Won 19861

$ Amount
Raised

Description
- Former Chairman of Committee on Crime and Correction
- Former Chairman of Insurance Committee
- 1979-1981, Chairman of Special Committee on Moral
Obligation Financing
- Former Chairman of Senate Subcommittee on Pari
Mutuel Racing and Breeding .
- Former Chairman of Committee on Environmental
Conservation and Recreation
- 1982-1984, Chairman of Special Committee on Sports
and the Economy
- Former Chairman of Subcommittee on Fire Safety
- Former Chairman of Judiciary Committee

Oppenheimer

36th/Democrat
(62%]

$ 98,700

- First elected 1984
- Chairwoman of Task Force on Women's Issues
- Ranking Minority Member of Committee on Commerce,
Economic Development and Small Business

Daly

61st/Republican
(74%)

$ 97,100

- First elected 1978
- Chairman of Committee on Housing and Community
Development since 1981
- Chairman of Subcommittee on Toxic Substances and
Chemical Waste since 1979

Hoffmann

48th/Democrat
(59%]

$ 96,800

- First elected 1984
- Chairwoman of Task Force on the Future of the
Family Farm
- Ranking Minority Member of Agriculture Committee

Anderson

5lst/Republican
[69%]

$ 91,300

-

First elected 1952
Majority Leader since 1973
President Pro Tern since 1973
Chairman of Rules Committee
Ex-officio member of all standing committees and
statutory commissions
- Former Chairman of Finance Committee (appointed
1966)
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Seattle
Offire of Election Administration

September 6, 1985

Dear Voter,
This is the first of two City of Seattle Voters' Pamphlets you will receive this election season.
The second will be for the November 5 General Election.

Publishing a primary as well as a general election voters' pamphlet, and providing for
the inclusion of candidates for County, Port, and School District offices were the
two most frequent suggestions received regarding the City's 1983 general election voters'
pamphlet experiment.
The opportunity now exists for other jurisdictions to include ballot issues and candidates
in Seattle's voters' pamphlets. However, at this time they have chosen not to do so.
This year you will be choosing a mayor, a city attorney, and four people to serve on Seattle's
nine member City Council. Included in this voters' pamphlet you will find statements from
those candidates who are involved in primary election contests. A primary is required if
more than two people file for a particular office. The two candidates who receive the most
votes in that election advance to the general election.

In addition, please note on the next two pages the details of a major election campaign
reform program. It is designed to limit campaign expenditures and reduce candidate
reliance on special interest groups and others making large campaign contributions.
I hope you find this pamphlet helpful. If you have any comments or suggestions, I would be
most interested in hearing from you.

Very truly yours,

Alan W. Miller, Administrator
Office of Election Administration

An equa , crncloyrnen t ooponun1ty-aff1 rrnat1ve action employer
Office o: E:ect1on Adrn1n1s;ra! 1on 308 Munic:oal Bu1ld1ng Seattle. "/lasnington 981 C4 1206) 62 5 ·4238
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VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION
If you are not now registered to vote you will be unable to vote in the September 17 Primary Election. Registration
for the Primary closed on August 17. However, you still have time to register to vote in the November 5 General
Election. Registration for the General Election closes on October 5.
You may register to vote if:
• you are a citizen of the United States;
• you will be 18 or older on the day of the election;
• you have been a legal resident of the State of Washington for 30 days or longer;
• you have not been deprived of your civil rights.
You can register to vote 'at the following locations:
• King County Records and Elections
533 King County Administration Building
500 Fourth Avenue, Seattle.
• Any branch of the Seattle Public Library.
• Any City of Seattle Fire Station.

If you have any questions about voter registration call King County Records and Elections, 344-2565.

VOTING INFORMATION
You may vote in person at your precinct polling place. The name and number is on your Voter Registration Card.
Locations of polling places will be published in the Friday, September 13 editions of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
and the Seattle Times. You may also obtain this information by calling King County Records and Elections,
344-2565. The polls will be open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

If for any reason you will be away from home or otherwise unable to vote in person on September 17, you may apply
for an Absentee Ballot. Since the Primary Election is just a few days away it is suggested that you apply in person at
King County Records and Elections, 553 King County Administration Building, 500 Fourth Avenue, Seattle.
To vote by Absentee Ballot in the Primary Election you must make application before 4:30 p.m., Septemb-er 16.
Your Absentee Ballot must be voted and post-marked no later than September 17.
For further information, call King County Records and Elections, 344-2565.

•)

MAYOR
Mark Calney is a self-employed consultant and has
served the last 5 years as the Northwest
Coordinator and Washington State Chairman of
the National Democratic Policy Committee. He is
an active member of the Schiller Institute, and the
Club of Life. Born on Sept. 5, 1950, he attended
Essex County College and Upsala College and
received a science degree.

I delivered on my 1982 City Council campaign

MARKCALNEY

promise. The Strategic Defense Initiative is now
official U.S. policy, and thousands of Seattleites
are now employed in this historic project, offering
us hope against a Soviet missile attack while, developing the laser beam/plasma fusion technologies which can create an industrial revolution and a
scientific renaissance. However, if we are to truly
reopen the floodgates of technological and cultural
optimism, to ensure a future for our children, we
must: 1) neutralize General Ogarkov's ambitious
preparations for Moscow to launch a full scale
nuclear attack against the US and Europe by tw
later than 1988; 2) bury the International Monetary
·Fund and its usurious policies which are destroying our economy and murdering millions, and
3) declare a ruthless war on drugs.

Bob Hegarnin was born in Shanghai, China on 28
December. 1926. He graduated from Seattle Uni versity in 1966 with Bachelor of Science degrees
in Electrical Engineering and in General Science.
He served in the U.S. Air Force and is currently
an engineer at Seattle City Light, where he has
worked for the past seventeen years . .
The Seattle Bob Hegarnin will work for will be a
world-class city where: its people come first: its
government is responsive, accountdble and visionary: its beauty comes from the people and its own
natural surroundings.
Bob Hegarnin has been, most recently, an advocate for the people of Seattle on two very important issues. (!) He has actively protested escalating City Light rate increases before the City
Council, and (2) He has worked ~gainst the indiscriminate use of bonds for projects that do not add
to the general assets of Seattle.

BOBHEGAMIN

Ths year, !Job co-chaired an effort to chanRe the
City Charter by e stablishing City Light as a nonprofit utility ope rated as a re\'cnue sup>Kirted busine ss. This would have de-politicized City Light
and allowe d it s rat es to reflect the true cos t of
pr0\1ding power to the rate -paye rs. As ~layor , he
will continue his atte mpt to attain this goal .

To solve the cause of the financial problems of our
city we must increase the revenue base, and that
means ending the usurious high interest rate policy of the Federal Reserve, which has collapsed
our industry and agricuiture, and dramatically increased unemploymenL Likewise, the Port of
Seattle can not significantly expand to help with
the mutual development of the Pacific Rim na:
tions, while the International Monetary Fund continues its imposition of brutal austerity policies,
which, in Africa alone, has willfully condemned
1OOs of millions to death by starvation and disease.
We must join our Ibero-American allies, led by
President Alan Garcia of Peru, who are fighting to
bury the IMF, and implement the new low interest
rate, gold backed monetary system proposed by
economist Lyndon LaRouche. We should also join
with President Garcia, who is leading a merciless
war on drugs, aimed at the top level of Dope
Inc. -the IMF banking networks.
In the words of the great poet of freedom,
Friedrich Schiller, '1et not a great moment in
history find a little people. "

Bob is concerned by the city's ever increasing
bonded indebtedness. In 1983, the Shareholders
of Seattle, a citizen's group which he chairs was
instrumental in saving the residents of Seattle a
total of $250 million for a very questionable bond
issue.
Bob Hegarnin is alanned by certain symptoms of
decay appearing in Seattle. Like the proverbial
apple Seattle looks "Rfeat" on the outside, but is
decaying on the inside. Some of these more obvious
s ymptoms are: a. Concessions made by govemment to the financial power of the city: b. Loss of
single-family residential neighborhoods: c. Small
businesses driven out of the city: d. Repairs and
maintenance of the city's streets, parks and facilities
neglected: e. "Hidden" taxes in the guise of bonds,
hii.:her utility rates and service fees: f More taxes
collecte d but fewer senices provided: g. A dead
and crime-ridden "'downtown" at night.
Bob ll c i.:amin reco~es and acknowledges the
e xi stence of the se problems and is committed to
re solvin)( them. lie will appreciate your vote fur
him.

MAYOR
Chris HOml!ris a 35 year old machinist at General
Electric, a member of the Socialist Workers Party
and the International Union of Electronic Workers
CTUE) Local 1002. He attended Brown University,
Providence, Rl.
..

·...:· ~~~.~

~ ... /~~

U.S. Hands Off Central America and tht Caribbean. Stop the U.S. war on Nicaragua. End the
economic embargo. End support to the Salvadoran dictatorship. Withdraw U.S. troops from Grenada. End the blockade of Cuba.

Stop Union Busting. No government interference
in union affairs. Solidarity with workers on strike
for a decent standard of living.

jobs For All. Shorten the work week with no cut in
pay. With the billions spent on war, launch a public
works program to build schools, hospitals, roads
and child care centers to provide jobs at union
wages.

CHRIS HORNER

Stop Racist Attacks. For affirmative action, including quotas, in education and employmenL Jail the
cops who murdered Robert Baldwin. Abolish the
death penalty. Stop the deportations of Central
American refugees and other undocumented
work,ers.

Defend Women's Rights. Defend the right to safe
legal abortions. Jail the terrorists who attack abortion clinics. Pass the Equal Rights Amendment.

No Government or Corporate Support to South African Apartheili. Close the South African consulate. Divest city funds from corporations doing
business in South Africa.

Stop Farm Foreclosures. For a moratoriwn on all
debts. Extend low-interest credit for all farming
necessities. Guarantee family farmers an income
adequate to meet costs and sustain a decent living.

Tax the Rich, Not Workers or the Poor. Abolish all
city, state, and federal taxes on working people
and family farmers. Tax the profits of giant corporations, like Boeing, that pay little or no taxes.
Unite For Peace, jobs, and justice. On April 20
thousands protested in Seattle and other cities
against the U.S. war in Central America, against
U.S. support to the racist apartheid regime in
South Africa, and for jobs and justice. More demonstrations like this are needed to unite labor
and other opponents of the U.S. government's
war against working people at home and abroad.
For Working-Class Political Power. For independent political action by breaking with the parties of
the rich - the Democrats and Republicans. For a
labor party; for a Black party. Replace the present
capitalist government with a workers and farmers
government.

For Socialism. For a socialist society based on
hwnan needs, not profits.

B.J. Mangaoang is a retired public employee, a
former packinghouse worker. She has been an
active participant in many struggles against job
discrimination, police brutality, union-busting efforts and McCarthyite repression. She is one of
the over-200 arrested in the struizg!e to close the
racist South African consulate in Seattle. She is
currently Chair of the Washington State District,
Communist Party USA. Born September 22,
1915, and raised in the Seattle area, "BJ" is an
honors graduate of the University of Washington.
She has two daughters and five b'I"andchildren.

BABA JEANNE (B.J.)
MANGAOANG

B.J. Mangaoang believes people in this city come
before profits. If there is money for new downtown office towers there can be money for decent,
low-cost housing and medical care fur Seattle's
homeless. unemployed, young couples and ~ople
in need. The crisis in the ciues is a product of the
Pentagon budget. We see our standard of living
eroding before our eyes. For the first time in the
history of American capitalism, today·s young
people cannot look forward to a better future than
their parents had.

This emergency program includes jobs - Enact an
emergency public works program to fix up Seattle's streets, sewers, bridges and parks. This will
create thousands of jobs. Housing- Build thousands
of new housing units. This would provide for the
homeless and boost the depressed timber and
construction
industries.
Afjirmativt
action - Establish a community affirmative acuon
review board to apply to private and public employment, housing and health care. UnionsEstablish a fair wage policy, no bidder to pay Jess
than city wages. Enact strong local laws against
union busting and runaway shops. Bar imporution
of strike breakers. Child care-All employers in
Seattle to provide free quality child care. Peact ~lake Seattle a nuclear-free zone. End all city
investments in companies doing business with
South :\frica. Add Seattle to the growing list of
sanctuary cities which provide refuge for victims
of right-wmg terror. President Reagan has slashed federal aid to cities tu save the anns budget for
fat-cat arms contractors. Defend cities' needs and
living standards by rnttini.: the bloated military
bud;:et and restore federal matching funds.

An emergency pro>.'I"am to re\italize the city is
needed -one that put s ~uple before profits - to
improve the quality of life ior all.
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MAYOR

JOHNH. RALLIS

John H. Rallis. the son of Greek immigrants, was
born on May 11th. 1939, at Yakima. Washington.
He went to the Yakima Public Schools thru junior
high level The family then moved to Lewiston.
Idaho, and John graduated from Lewiston High
School. After graduation John worked throughout
the West before entering the United States Army.
Upon being honorably discharged from the Army
he came to Seattle. John liked the city and its people
so much that he stayed. That was 25 years ago.
For the past 12 years he has been self-employed
in the paper recycling business.

The decisions we make and the actions we commit
ourselves to take now will shape the kind of city
we ~ll make for ourselves and our children today
and for our grandchildren tomorrow.

John cares very deeply about Seattle, its people,
and its future. As a blue collar worker for many
years and a former union member in good standing
he knows what the working man and woman goes
thru to feed their families and pay their bills and
taxes only to lose the things they worked very
hard for years to get. The following statement
expresses the concerns, ideals and commitments
that John will bring to the office of Mayor.

citizens an unselfish and untiring devotion to the
city and from all of us unlimited trust in each other
· and an unyielding desire and willingness to work
together to make Seattle the finest and safest city
to live, work, and play in in the world. That is my
commitment to all the people of Seattle."

I am committed to improving Seattle's quality of
life, improving city services to its citizens, reduc-ing the size of local government to lessen the
burden on the taxpayer, and to providing the best
education for its young people who will be the
leaders of tomorrow.

If elected, I will be asking from all of Seattle's

"As an entrepreneur I know the importance of
protecting Seattle's economic base: the homeowners, small businesses, service industries, and
the city's manufacturing and industrial base.

City Council President Norm Rice has served on
the Seattle City Council since 1978, and has
chaired its Finance and Budget Committee. Born
in 1943, he received his B.A. and Master's in
Public Administration from the U. W., then
worked as Manager Y.ith Rainier Bank, Seattle
Urban League and Puget Sound Council of
Governments.
Elected Seattle Freeholder, he was President of
Mt. Baker Cunununity Club; Allied Arts and PIPE
Board Member; and serves on the City/Schools
Joint Committee and METRO Council.
He and his wife (who owns a management consulting finn) have a teenage son who attends Garfield
High School
The central question in this election for Mayor is:
Can Seattle du better?

l

NORM RICE

Jn my \ision of the future, we must meet the
challenge of shrinking state and federal revenues
11.ith a bold. new initiative for econumic deve/of>ment and ccunumic justice.' With leadership, we'U
market our city's assets: its geography, its beauty
and splendor. a Port ripe for expansion. By bei:orrung a truly international city, Seattle can bring
trade and tounsm, investment and jobs here!
With compassion plus effiLient management, we
will meet the cha/ien>(e of human needs: survival
ser.ices for the homeless and hunwy; Projecl
Lifeline for the elderly; early intervention fo r
youth -at -risk.

Public safety will be a high priority in my Administration. We must lower our crime rate (now the
12th highest in the nation)! Police officers must
have better training and be relieved of clerical
work, so they can provide greater security.
The great landmarks of our City- Seattle Center,
the Monorail. Pioneer Square - need re-vitalizing.
We have yet to realize the potential of our
harborfront!
My Administration will work with neighboring"
conununities to solve conunon problems, such as
transportation and cleaning up Puget Sound.
We'll work with neighborhoods in Seattle on a
consistent basis, involving them early in decisionmaking. We must strengthen the vitality of residential neighborhoods, schools and small
businesses.
My agenda for the city's future is clear: sound
fiscal management; survival services; economic
development; better rc¢onal relations; more attention to basics (impro;ing the condition of our
streets. keeping down utility costs, and increasing
public
safety);
closer involvement with
neighborhoods.
Your choice. as rnters, is between continuing the
past or meeting the challenges of the future . I
have the eneri.,')' and expencncc to be Mayor. I've
made the cumnutment. With your help. we ·u make
our aty eve n i.,rreater!

MAYOR
Charles Royer is seeking reelection to the Office
of Mayor. In the last election, he received 76% of
the vote. Born on August 22, 1939, he is a
graduate of the University of Oregon. Charley
also studied government and public policy at the
Washington. D. C. Journalism Center. was
awarded an American Political Science Association Fellowship, and was a visiting associate at the
Harvard-M.I. T. Joint Center for Urban Studies.
Prior to becoming Mayor. he spent seven years as
a news analyst and commentator for KING -TV.
"Seattle is working well. Simply stated, our City
government is in its best financial condition in 20
years. Our reserves are at record levels and our
bond ratings are solid double A. We are fixing up
and cleaning up the city as never before. Our
economy outpaces that of the state and most other
American cities. "

CHARLES ROYER

"But we still face some tough new challenges: to
keep Seattle's longstanding conunitrnents to the
elderly, fulfill our new promises to our children.
provide more aid for the homeless and restore the
environment. I've recommended that we plan a
new initiative to build housing for families; form
new partnerships to create jobs and make a special
city-wide effort to help the schools. "

William Shaffer is an engimer by professifm and is
currently employed by a local engineering ftnn . He
holds a Bachelur ofScience Degree in E nvironmental Engineering and has worked in the fields of
water resources and electrical energy generatifm.
barn on November 17, 1952, he has mither served
nor nm for public office previously.
As our nation's businesses face competition from
abroad our cities face challenges from within. At a
time of dwindling federal support. the communities which are to maintain and improve the
lives of the citizenry must make efficient and
reasonable uses of resources.

WILLIAM H. SHAFFER

My ire has been raised by what I consider an
unauthorized utilization of resources and a sense
of disagreement wt th those holding office. Several
years ago the voters approved an increase in the
sales tax ostensibly for capital improvements to
the transit system. I had thought this to mean
additional park and ride lots. additional buses and
generally improved ser.1ce. Instead we now will
have the most expensive public project in Seattle 's
his tory. Ths comes at a time when it has been
mandated that we pro\ide addit ional treatment to
protect our wate rs. This will mean the concurrl'nt
de velopment of the two most e xpensive projects

"Together we passed the Seattle 1 - 2 - 3 Bonds
last fall, and put new energy into cleaning up our
city. The Bonds are putting people to work- repairing streets, bridges. fire stations, hbraries and
parks throughout the city. We are meeting the
threats to our environment. We cleaned up Gas
Works Park and restored water quality at Green
Lake. We began the battle to clean up Elliott Bay
and the Duwarnish River. "
"We are working hard to make Seattle the very
best city in the nation in which to raise a family. We
changed sick leave policies to benefit single, working and adoptive parents. We created a bonus for
downtown childcare, expanded day camp programs in our parks and strengthened Head Start
and children's health programs. 70% of the city is
now zoned for residential neighborhoods only."
"Despite diminished federal support, we have accomplished an enormous amount in the last few
years. We have built more public housing for the
elderly per capita than any other city in America.
We built 1,000 Senior Housing units as promised,
with $5 million left to meet special housing needs.
Pacific Medical Center and our community clinics
have stepped up their services for seniors."

in Metro's history. Depending on the ultimate cost
of the transit project and associated equipment,
and the level of federal support actually received,
it is conceivable that the annual interest on the
locally funded portion may exceed the annual
farebox revenue of the entire transit system. The
transit system currently canies no debt. Ths will
soon change. Ths major project and concept
should be voted on by those who must pay for it.
Public debt is a shackle on every resident within
the community with the burden being modest for
some and extreme for others.
Another project has infringed on the principles of
our country in the name of improving our city. It
has included the condemnation of private property
in the name of the public good. It is unfortunate
that the public good will result in private profit at
public ex~nse .
On issues, the city has neither the time nor the
right to attempt to influence national policy not
s pecific to the city. Governments do not elect
re presentatives and any such actions diminish the
influence of those who disai;:ree. The people with
le gitimate concerns should be e ncouraged to direct their l'ner~~cs toward those properly l'lected
and rl'spon sible.
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